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�e Natural Vitality Center offers personalized 
 Pharmaceutical grade and whole food supplements to you, the public.

Also 
Acupuncture and Chinese Medicine with Charlie Abbott, Lic AC, Dipl AC and Dipl HC

Healing Touch with Nancy Fletcher RN, CHTP
Ion Foot Baths and Far Infrared Sauna for enhanced detoxification

And
Dr. Elizabeth Vaughan’s new skin care product:

Sunrise
Revitalizing Face Crème

Hours: 10:00am-6:00pm
Monday-�ursday 

Call Amber Kent for appointments, questions or to order supplements
336-232-4847 

Amber@�eNaturalVitalityCenter.com
Order online at:

www.�eNaturalVitalityCenter.com

Vaughan Integrative Medicine is now offering
a new compounding pharmacy exclusively for our patients with 
Krystal Huffman, Certified Compounding Pharmacy Technician

Compounded thyroid
Bio-identical hormones for men and women

Sermorelin, a growth hormone releasing prescription drug
Personalized dosing in pills, creams and troches

Call Krystal at
336-808-3627 x22

Krystal@VaughanIntegrative.com

Natural Vitality Center is located at 1301-D West Wendover Ave. across the entrance way from 
Vaughan Integrative Medicine at 1301-A West Wendover Ave., Greensboro, NC 27408

www.TheNaturalVitalityCenter.com
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Only $25 for 12 issues. 

O ur mission is to provide valuable insight, information and 
resources that will allow our readers to maintain a healthy,
 active, sustainable lifestyle. Natural Triad contains timely 

information on natural health, complementary and alternative 
medicine, nutrition, fitness, personal growth, green living, and 

the products and services that support good health.

All past issues
are available for download at

NaturalTriad.com
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       PUBLISHER letter

Become a fan!
www.facebook.com/naturaltriad

Friends:

Senator John McCain has filed a new bill that attacks your access to supplements 
and repeals key sections of the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act. You 
may or may not have heard about this, but we are concerned.  Please visit the Alliance 
for Natural Health web site for much more information - www.anh-usa.org.  The facts 
below were taken from several sources, but mainly from ANH:

McCain’s bill is called The Dietary Supplement Safety Act (DSSA). It would repeal 
key sections of the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA). DSHEA protects supplements if 1) they are food 
products that have been in the food supply and not chemically altered or 2) if they were sold as supplements prior to 1994, the 
year that DSHEA was passed. If a supplement fits one of these two descriptions, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) cannot 
arbitrarily ban it or reclassify it as a drug.

These protections are far from perfect. They discourage companies from developing new forms of supplements. New supple-
ments may be arbitrarily banned by the FDA or adopted by drug companies in a way that precludes their further sale as supple-
ments. McCain’s bill would wipe out even the minimal protections contained in DSHEA. It would give the FDA full discretion 
and power to compile a discreet list of supplements allowed to remain on the market while banning all others.

Everyone knows that the FDA is friendly to drug companies and hostile to supplement companies. Under this bill, this same 
Agency could quite arbitrarily ban any supplement it wished or turn it over to drug companies to be developed as a drug and 
sold for multiples of its price as a supplement.

McCain’s Dietary Supplement Safety Act (DSSA) appears to be supported by the US Anti-Doping Agency (USADA) which 
is funded by major league sports teams including baseball, football and others. The recent suspensions of NFL and other profes-
sional sports figures is much in the news, and the goal of the sports industry appears to be to shift the spotlight from their play-
ers to the supplements industry. In his comments, Senator McCain cited six NFL players recently suspended for testing positive 
for banned substances and purportedly exposed to these substances through dietary supplements.

The problem here of course is one of illegal sale and use of steroids. So why dismantle the supplement industry in order to 
control already illegal substances? The FDA currently has complete and total authority to stop illegal steroids and, more broad-
ly, to regulate dietary supplements. If the agency were doing its job, it could and would have prevented the sale of illegal steroids. 
The answer to this problem is not to give FDA more power. The Agency simply needs to do it’s job.

Why not simply require that supplements be brought through the FDA’s drug approval process? Wouldn’t that create a 
level playing field? That is probably the argument that Senator McCain has been sold. But it is a completely false argument. The 
FDA drug approval process costs as much as a billion dollars. It is not economically feasible to spend such vast sums on sub-
stances that are not protected by patent, and natural substances cannot legally be patented.
Senator McCain has no doubt offered this bill in good faith. But he has been sold a bill of goods by special interests. And he 
has been naïve enough not to know that he is being used.

If passed, this bill will likely result in the disappearance from store shelves of many supplements currently on the market. 
In addition to fewer supplements, there would likely be much lower doses available. Unbridled authority would be handed to 
the FDA, an agency that needs a top to bottom overhaul, not ever more power over our lives.

If passed, this bill will likely result in the disappearance from store shelves of many supplements currently on the market. 
In addition to fewer supplements, there would likely be much lower doses available. 

Please take action immediately. Tell your senators NOT to co-sponsor this legislation and to do everything in their power 
to defeat it. 

Until next month, thanks for reading....and visit our newly designed web site:  NaturalTriad.com
Stay safe and healthy,
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Biofeedback

Physical Therapy
Rehabilitation

Mental Health 
Counseling

Yoga and
Wellness Classes

Acupuncture

Manual Therapy
and Massage*

Holistic
Nutrition

Se
rv

ices to
 promote pain relief  and wellness development include, but are not limited to:

• Physical Therapy
• Biofeedback
• Acupuncture
• Nutritional Counseling

• Neuromuscular Massage
• Stress Management
• Counseling
• Yoga & Wellness Classes

7-E Oak Branch Drive  •  Greensboro, NC  •  27407
Telephone: 336.294.0910 • Fax: 336.218.0294 • www.IntegrativeTherapies.net

INTEGRATIVE THERAPIES
Combining conventional and complementary healthcare for optimal outcomes

Integrative Therapies offers 
a multidisciplinary approach 

to patient care in a friendly and 
comfortable environment. 

Our highly skilled healthcare team 
encourages active participation 

and skill building for individuals 
dealing with both acute and chronic 
problems. Whether you are dealing 
with a localized problem, such as 

headaches or back pain, or have more 
widespread discomfort, such as 

arthritis or fi bromyalgia, 
we are here to help you.

We accept most insurance.

INTEGRATIVE THERAPIESINTEGRATIVE THERAPIES
*services provided by NC Licensed Massage & Bodywork Therapists

se habla espanol~
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Depression is one of those things 
that, as a society, we don’t like to 
talk much about. In spite of the 

fact that almost 19% (that’s about one in 
five people) of the US population over 
18 are affected by some type of depres-
sive disorder, it still does not get the rec-
ognition or media attention it deserves. 
It is still perceived as some flavor of per-
sonal weakness, lack of character, or a 
simple anti-depressant deficiency. 

According to a recent BBC report 
based on epidemiology collected by the 
World Health Organization, depression 
and its related effects are set to become 
the second largest killer after heart dis-
ease by the year 2020. It is interesting 
to note that depression also plays a sig-
nificant role in coronary artery disease. 
Currently, suicide is the 11th leading 
cause of death for all ages and both 
sexes, the 3rd leading cause of death for 
15 to 24 year olds and the 6th leading 
cause of death for 5 to 14 year olds. This 
becomes particularly alarming when 
we consider the rate of depression in 
those under 18 grows at a rate between 
23-25% per year. The pharmaceutical 
industry has targeted preschoolers as 
their largest, swiftest growing market for 
anti-depressants, anti-anxiety drugs and 

anti-psychotics. Unfortunately, data sug-
gests that these drugs given to people of 
that age can do more harm than good, 
actually provoking suicide or suicidal 
thought. Undoubtedly we have quite a 
large problem on our hands. What can 
we do about it? Well, a good place to 
start is to have a conversation about it 
and bring it out into the light.

The causes of depression can be 
simple or complex, arising from bio-
chemical imbalances, nutrient insuffi-
ciencies, low blood sugar, other medi-
cal conditions, life circumstances or 
even your personal belief system. Most 
commonly, it is a combination of many 
factors. In order to most effectively treat 
depression, we must be able to intelli-
gently tease out contributing biochemi-
cal, nutritional and situational factors, 
as well and identify any dysfunctional, 
stress-inducing personal belief systems.

Conventional Approaches 
to Depression

Typically, depression is treated with 
anti-depressants, anti-anxiety or anti-
psychotics to start with, perhaps with 
some cognitive behavioral therapy and/
or psychoanalysis in conjunction with 

these medications or recommended at a 
later time. When one drug is initiated, it 
is given a trial period to build up in your 
system and to see how it manages your 
symptoms. If symptoms are unchanged, 
the dose is increased. If, after several 
weeks to months, symptoms still remain 
unchanged, another drug is layered on, 
and another, and so forth. The run-of-
the-mill SSRIs and SNRIs have a success 
rate (meaning they reduce symptoms of 
depression) of about 30-40% - just as 
good, or slightly better than placebo. 
Now, for those people, these drugs can 
literally be a lifesaver and return them to 
their normal day-to-day activities.  But if 
this were the norm, rather than the ex-
ception, I would expect we would live 
in a dazzling, happy society.

Depression and Nutrition 

Food is information. It provides the 
building blocks for all of the cells in our 
body, all of the hormones, enzymes and 
cofactors needed to catalyze biochemi-
cal reactions. It tells our genes which 
proteins to code or not code for. Food 
can tell our genes to be in an inflam-
matory, pro-aging state or the reverse. 
We truly are what we eat. A thorough 

Untangl ing
              DEPRESSION

“When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change”                    
     -Wayne Dyer
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discussion of nutrition and depression is 
beyond the scope of this article, but let’s 
outline the basics. The most important 
thing when we think about depression 
and nutrition is to make sure that the 
blood sugar is stable. When we get on 
the so-called blood sugar roller coaster, 
using caffeine and sugary foods to boost 
our energy, followed by the inevitable 
crash, we are setting ourselves up for a 
low mood. Once we get into low moods, 
it becomes difficult to get out. Once 
we’re truly depressed, we certainly lack 
the motivation to take care of ourselves 
through food, so in order to bypass this 
completely it is wise to keep blood sugar 
stable. This entails eating every three to 
four hours and incorporating protein and 
fiber into each meal or snack. Emphasize 
fibrous, watery veggies like broccoli, 
kale, collards, spinach, etc over starchy 
veggies. Minimize the use of refined car-
bohydrates like cookies, crackers, breads 
and pastas. Alcohol readily depletes B 
vitamins, which are important for mood 
and energy production, and thus should 
be used moderately. People who are de-
pressed have an increased need for B vi-
tamins, which are depleted also through 
increased stress and are a cofactor for 
the synthesis of neurotransmitters and 
many of the “feel good” hormones that 
readily combat stress and depression. 
Vitamin B12 is particularly energizing to 
the brain and can be low in people who 
are taking proton-pump inhibitors or H2 
inhibitors like Prevacid and Prilosec and 
also in the vegan and vegetarian popula-

By Jillian Sarno Teta, ND

tions. People who are depressed should 
also have their Vitamin D status checked 
as this vitamin plays a significant role in 
emotional well-being and also seasonal 
affective disorder (SAD). Fish oil also 
plays a part in easing mild depression 
as it sensitizes dopamine receptors and 
is extremely nourishing to the brain and 
improves nerve conduction. Most peo-
ple who take fish oil take far too little 
of it, however. Most people should be 
taking several grams daily.  A more indi-
vidualized, tailored plain is easily creat-
ed with your healthcare provider as you 
identify potential “trouble areas” in your 
diet, neurotransmitter imbalances, and 
other concomitant disorders that could 
be contributing to your symptoms, such 
as hypothyroidism or even sleep apnea.

Depression and Neurotransmitters

Neurotransmitters are the chemical 
messengers that speak to the brain. They 
are also slightly misnamed because 
there are receptors for them all over the 
body, not just in the brain. This simply 
underlines the fact that the body and 
mind are indeed inseparable. Most peo-
ple are familiar with the neurotransmit-
ter serotonin, because this compound 
is the most heavily targeted in anti-de-
pressant therapy. There are many, many 
more neurotransmitters and hormones 
that can affect brain chemistry and ag-

gravate depression – it’s not always 
about serotonin. An astute clinician will 
be able to help you identify other neu-
rotransmitters you could be having a 
problem with based on your symptoms. 
Neurotransmitters work together, as in 
a symphony, to create harmony in the 
body and the brain. When one hormone 
is off-key, that can create disturbances in 
the whole system. No hormone or neu-
rotransmitter acts in isolation, and they 
all have different jobs, though some of 
their functions overlap. Included below 
are three of the most important players 
when we talk about depression and neu-
rotransmitters: serotonin, dopamine and 
GABA. Keep in mind depression can be 
caused by an imbalance of one or all of 
these, plus other factors as well.

Serotonin
Responsible for the synchronicity of 

body and mind, serotonin confers to us 
the ability and desire to play, the love 
for excitement and activities just for the 
sake of them. When we have the desire 
to go skydiving or do something to give 
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us that flush of excitement, serotonin is 
speaking to us. Serotonin loves to party.

 Depression caused by an imbalance 
of serotonin (too much or too little, both 
are possible) is classically characterized 
by loss of enthusiasm for favorite things 
– you don’t enjoy your favorite foods, 
and you may make up for enjoyment 
with quantity by overeating. Serotonin 
plays a role with cravings, and you may 
find cravings for certain foods and espe-
cially alcohol increasing. You also don’t 
want to be around your favorite people 
or do your favorite things. You may 
find yourself actually hating those very 
things. Sleeping may become difficult, 
but you find yourself craving more and 
more sleep as you become less and less 
rested. Physical symptoms are common 
and likely and they can include chest 
pain, shortness of breath, skin breakouts 
and sexual dysfunctions such as loss of 
libido and erectile dysfunction.

 
Dopamine

Dopamine enables us to have quick 
wit and a sharp mental focus. It helps 
us to set goals and keep an eye on the 
prize, sustaining our motivation. Dop-
amine is often called the student’s hor-
mone as it keeps us engaged not only in 

our mental pursuits but in life as well. 
This neurotransmitter allows us to be ra-
tional and to sort through facts and make 
decisions. It helps us to feel empowered 
and in control. When you have to give 
a presentation at work, and you nail 
every point, communicating effectively 
and able to answer all questions posed 
to you, thank dopamine for helping you 
prepare, execute with confidence, and 
hit it out of the park. 

Depression related to a dopamine 
imbalance begins as physical fatigue 
and mental sluggishness – a literal slow-
ing of the body and mind. You may no-
tice you are not thinking as quickly or 
as clearly as you usually do, and that 
can make you irritable or even aggres-
sive. Since you don’t feel at the top of 
your game, you may begin to procras-
tinate. You may find yourself isolating 
yourself and disengaging from your life. 
If someone confronts you with this, you 
may fall apart or attack. This then makes 
you feel hopeless and worthless and you 
further isolate and disengage.  Cravings 
for nicotine, sugar and simple carbohy-
drates can increase. Indulging in these 
foods can cause blood sugar highs and 
lows, characterized by lightheadedness 
and even tremors. You may notice that 

you are constipated, even though you’ve 
never had a problem with that before. 
When there is a dopamine imbalance, 
cortisol is affected, creating high blood 
pressure, rapid weight gain around the 
middle, obesity and increased feelings 
of stress. Thyroid conditions are also 
common, notably hypothyroidism.

GABA
GABA is an inhibitory neurotrans-

mitter, helping us to calm down and un-
wind from the day, and start each day 
fresh and anew. Its major functions are 
mental stability, follow-through and be-
ing responsible. It is extremely helpful in 
dealing with stress and keeping us from 
getting frazzled. GABA helps us to or-
ganize projects and activities, stay on a 
schedule, and be organized. Since GABA 
is a calming, inhibitory neurotransmitter, 
it can help control other more excitatory 
ones. 

Depression caused from an imbal-
ance with GABA will create increased 
anxiety, mental agitation and irritability. 
Your mind will not and cannot settle, and 
jumps from one issue to the next, unable 
to find resolution for any problem you 
are able to identify. You may begin to 
notice you are sensitive to odors or have 
an increase in allergies and respiratory 
problems that had never troubled you 
before. You may experience blurred vi-
sion, new fears and phobias, and a com-
plete inability to settle both physically 
and mentally. You may start to get night 
sweats and reflux. All of these symptoms 
can be associated with an imbalance of 
GABA. 

Luckily for us, most imbalances of 
neurotransmitters are readily corrected 
through consistent dietary changes and 
specific nutrient repletion of the building 
blocks of and cofactors for neurotrans-
mitter synthesis, along with sensitization 
of appropriate receptors.

Depression and Exercise

No discussion on depression would 
be complete without the concept of ex-
ercise as an anti-depressant. In fact, one 
could argue that exercise is one of the 
most powerful treatments for and preven-
tion against depression. There are piles 
upon piles of clinical data indicating 
that exercise outperforms pharmaceu-
tical and placebo interventions for de-      336.373.1538           www.esgtesting.com

Helping 
keep families safe 

from dangerous mold 
and allergens

        ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS GROUP
       Air Quality • Indoor Environment Assessments
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pression, even major depression. These 
positive effects are seen in basically all 
forms of exercise, including walking, 
weight training, burst/interval training, 
yoga and pilates, and cardiovascular 
exercise. Understandably, many who 
are depressed lack the motivation to get 
out there and walk or hit the gym. In 
some cases, biochemistry may need to 
be balanced first. In other cases, people 
may be sufficiently motivated to exer-
cise. Even several minutes a day, walk-
ing to your mailbox and back, can be 
extremely helpful. As you begin to feel 
better, you will be able to do more, and 
will feel even better in a positive feed-
forward cycle. 

Depression and Underlying Beliefs

Perhaps the most elusive causes of 
depression are the very beliefs that we 
hold. These are beliefs that we innocent-
ly and unconsciously hold, and they be-
come our dogmas and exert a very nega-
tive influence. They are elusive because 
they are unique to each person, and you 
may not even be aware that you have 
these beliefs. And of course, there isn’t 
really a conventional or standard way to 
“treat” them. Awareness, however, is ex-
tremely useful. As we become aware, we 
are able to control our reactions to these 
negative thoughts and beliefs. So what 
are some underlying beliefs we may 
hold? See if any of these resonate with 
you: “I’ll be happy when I have money/
am skinny/get the relationship I want/
get the job I want”; “People should like 
me”; “People should be nice”; “I never 
have enough”; “I am not good enough”; 
“I could have done better”; “My mother/
father/partner should love me”; “Life is 
unfair”; “I am a victim”. It seems that we 
are always pinning our happiness to the 
past, looking for it out in the future, or 
expecting someone else or some certain 
situation to give it to us.  Who taught us 
these beliefs? How did we become ser-
vants to them? If we think our happiness 
is the responsibility of anyone other than 
ourselves, we are essentially abandoning 
ourselves and becoming a slave to what-
ever person, situation or object we think 
is going to make us happy. This certainly 
sounds like a recipe for depression, as 
anyone living in this world will tell you, 
things hardly ever work out exactly the 
way we think they should or plan them 
to be. Wouldn’t it be far easier to skip 

the person, situation or object, and just 
be happy now? Or, we think that some 
event or person in the past has robbed 
us of our happiness. A traumatic event, 
or the loss of someone we love. We must 
ask ourselves, what are these stories do-
ing to us? Are they helping us or hurting 
us? Do they serve us? Do they aid in our 
emotional freedom? Please ask yourself 
these questions, sit and be quiet with 
them, and see what comes up for you. 
Be gentle with yourself. It is not about 
right or wrong, but about being a hap-
pier, more functional human being.

Depression and its associated symp-
toms are extremely prevalent in the de-
veloped world and are poised to lead to 
more deaths than cancer in the United 
States within the next decade. Despite 
this alarming tidbit, depression largely 
remains a taboo subject and treatment 
for depression remains woefully inad-
equate. It is time for us to take a hard, 
fresh look at depression and continue 
the conversation about treatment. Let 
us bring our dark clouds into the light, 
not only for our own sake, but also for 
the sake of coming generations, who 
are most at risk. There are a myriad of 
causes of depression, multiple forms of 
expression of symptoms, and unique 
and individualized ways to approach 
this “dis-ease”. Nutritional and lifestyle 
factors must be explored and, if needed, 
corrected. More intensive exploration 
into our underlying belief systems and 
repetitive negative thoughts may be nec-
essary, and, in fact, the most permanent 
and powerful type of cure. It takes a lot 
of courage to face our internal demons, 
but once we take that step we may be 
surprised to find that where we thought 
we would see pain and darkness we see 
only kindness and unconditional under-
standing.

Jillian Sarno Teta, ND is a licensed natur-
opathic physician practicing at The 
Naturopathic Health Clinic of North 
Carolina, a clinic where individuals 
and their families can optimize well-
ness by using science-based healthcare. 
For more information on Dr. Teta or the 
clinic, check out their website at www.
nhcnc.com or call at 336-724-4452.

Dr. Teta will be a guest speaker at the 
Natural Triad Health & Wellness 
Show on Saturday, April 10 at  11:00 
AM. Details on page 32.

NATURAL TOUCH
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Approved School

Are you ready
to take charge 

of your life?

Do you want
a career that

changes lives?

Enroll now for day classes 
beginning in March 
and evening classes
beginning mid-April

For more information, 

call 

Michael Gagliano

336-808-0178
or email

mgagliano@triad.rr.com
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       NEWS briefs 

Prenatal Yoga Classes Offered in High Point

The Center for Holistic Healing in High Point is glad to offer 
the only prenatal yoga classes offered in High Point!  

Classes are currently being taught Tuesday nights 7:00-8:15pm. 
Cost is $12/class if you choose to attend one class or $60 for 
the six-week session. Our prenatal class is designed for begin-
ning or experienced yoga students in their second and third 
trimester who do not have pregnancy complications. 

Attending a prenatal yoga class during pregnancy offers 
many benefits.  Many say yoga is an excellent way to "train" for 
the marathon of pregnancy, labor and motherhood. Practicing 
yoga during pregnancy helps to strengthen and stretch muscles, 
release tension and maintain good posture. Prenatal yoga also 
teaches you to relax on command and keep a positive outlook 
while clearing the mind of the stresses associated with preg-
nancy and motherhood. Practicing gentle poses, breath aware-
ness, and deep relaxation provides relief from physical discom-
forts and prepares the body for labor and delivery. In addition 
to the physical, mental and emotional benefits of prenatal yoga, 
you will enjoy the time to connect with your baby. 

Classes are taught by Catherine Greene, certified yoga instruc-
tor, NC Licensed Massage and Bodywork therapist (#1425) 
Please contact the Center for more information at 841-4307 or 
visit our website www.chhtree.com. See ad on page 30.

Inner & Outer Peace Through Meditation, a 
Talk by William Smith, MS

In this fast-paced, stressful world we live in, is there a way we 
can decompress, regain our center and experience the 

peace 
we seek. To find relief from a shifting world, we need to learn 
how to access that personal haven within, where we will find 
calm, peace and bliss. 

William Smith, retired Army Lieutenant Colonel, children’s 
camp director and meditator for over thirty years will share with 
you an effective technique for attaining inner and outer 
peace.  

This Free talk will be Saturday, March 27 at 2:00pm at Family 
Yoga, 1616-E Battleground Ave., Greensboro.  For more infor-
mation:  336-817-5567, http://sos.org/.  Sponsored as a public 
service by Science of Spirituality, a multi-faith, nonprofit, orga-
nization. 

Reiki & Reflexology-Compatible Treatments
 

Reiki and Reflexology are two holistic therapies that treat the 
client as a whole being. They aren’t about being a temporary 

fix. People come for various reasons, anywhere from mainte-
nance to low energy, insomnia, detoxing, and pain. Reiki is an 
energy therapy, allowing the practitioner to send unlimited chi 
to the client to promote good energy flow.  Afterwards the cli-
ent feels very relaxed and almost in a meditative state.
     Reflexology compliments reiki as it works in a similar fash-
ion, encouraging the chi to flow more freely throughout the 
body. With Reflexology this happens by activating pressure 
points that correspond to areas throughout the entire body. 
When these areas are worked energy flows better to encourage 
balance in those organs represented. So both healing modalities 
work hard to keep the body balanced, feeling good, and func-
tioning at an optimal level.  

To book an appointment contact certified Reflexologist and 
Reiki master teacher Lori Alderman. She offers Reflexology and 
Reiki treatments and Reiki certification classes. 336-339-0656

How To Know If Your Kids Are On Drugs

The 3 most prevalent drugs with teens are alchohol, mari-
juana and presription drugs. In 2005 alone, 2.1 Million 

teens abused prescription drugs. In March, The Foundation For 
Wellness Professionals and Kaz Chiropractic are promoting 
healthy children and teens. We are offering a free lecture en-
titled How To Know If Your Kids Are On Drugs. Parents and 
caregivers will learn reasons why children turn to drugs, be-
haviors associated with drug abuse, ways to prevent drug abuse 
and ways to help children who currently abuse.

This free lecture will be held Thursday, March 11, 6-7 pm 
at 1325 Hwy 66 South in Kernersville. Seating is limited, so 
please RSVP by Monday, March 8 at 336-996-7007.

Life Is About Choices 
Choose Nutritional 

Supplements 
You Can Trust

No Hype – Just Real Science

Winifred Bernard, 
Independent USANA Associate

336-672-1865                 
www.trust.usana.com
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The Nurtured Body Opens in Greensboro

The Nurtured Body (formerly Skin & Body Solutions) opened 
for business on 2/1/10 in Greensboro. Located in the Ex-

ecutive Forum Complex, at 1400 Battleground Ave, Suite 
#208-C, The Nurtured Body offers a unique blend of massage 
and skin care therapy with the use of organic and holistic 
products. 

It was the dream of the owner, Dee Manieri, Licensed Mas-
sage & Skin Care Therapist (LMBT#7314, LE#564), to offer 
treatments and products in a more natural way. The Nutrtured 
Body offers the following massage services:  Therapeutic, Hot 
Stone, Prenatal, Fertility, Reflexology, Couples and Chair Mas-
sage, and skin care services:  Oxygenating Facials, Herbal Peels, 
Waxing, and organic skin care and mineral makeup prod-
ucts. 

The Nurtured Body is currently offering a new client special 
for $15 OFF your 1st 1 hour massage or skin care session for a 
limited time only. 

For more information, visit  www.nurturedbody.com. We can 
be contacted at 336-207-9832 or info@nurturedbody.com.

Community Lecture Series

Dr. Alexander T. Augoustides of Piedmont Integrative 
Medicine, PA would like to thank the community for the 

great turnout that we have had for our community lecture series 
being held monthly at Forsyth Technical Community College. 

The remaining lectures will continue on schedule and 
begin at 6.30 pm. They are open to the public and free of 
charge.

FATIGUE AND FIBROMYALGIA (Thursday March 25th)

ALLERGIES – INHALANTS & FOOD (Thursday April 29th)

THYROID AND ADRENAL ISSUES (Thursday May 27th)

Forsyth Technical Community College is located at 2100 
Silas Creek Parkway, Winston Salem, NC 27103, the lectures 
will be held in the Bob Green Hall Auditorium Room 139.  
Presentations begin at 6:30 pm.

For more information about the lectures, directions to the Com-
munity College or services provided at Piedmont Integrative 
Medicine, PA please call 336-760-0240. See ad on page 63.

Amazon Top Reviewers Give Local Gluten-Free Cookbook Author 5 Stars 

High Point resident Lindy Clark, author of Lindy's Gluten-Free Goodies and More cookbook has just received  5 star reviews 
from two of the top reviewers at Amazon.com. The GF cookbook is focused on sweet baked goods. 

Alana Chandler the #1 reviewer at Amazon said, " Although I can't imagine ever giving up my beloved gluten baking, it's 
good to know there is hope if I had to...and, in the meantime, I can cook WELL for those I love who already have sworn off the 
stuff--and others would never know the difference if they ate it too." 

Susanna Hutchinson a top 500 reviewer commented, "I do very little cooking and almost no baking. But I tried a few of 
these recipes and was pretty darned impressed with myself --- well, with the book and the results I got. Great pictures. Easy 
instructions. Healthy recipes. You can't ask for more than that and that's what you get in this book of goodies. Highly recom-
mended."

Two years ago Lindy was diagnosed with allergies to wheat, dairy, eggs and soy. She can tolerate them, but her doctor said 
there can be slow long term damage if continued. It was after going on an elimination diet that she noted some changes in her 
health and emotions. For many years Lindy was prodded by her friends to write a cookbook. After her diagnosis, the idea of a 
gluten-free goodies book started to take shape. At the same time, one of her music students received a diagnosis of celiac disease. 
Bread and sweets containing gluten were suddenly off limits. Lindy's compassion for her student and others who were gluten-
intolerant led to the experiments with gluten-free flour. The result is Lindy's GFG cookbook. She wanted to make it easy for 
anyone to bake, so this cookbook is written for the non-baker and novice baker. 

Lindy is also conducting a Gluten-Free Sandwich bread making class on March, 13. You can learn more about GF cooking 
classes and the book at her website www.GlutenFreeByLindy.com.

FREE CONSULTATION
Custom color to enhance 
skin tone and eye color

Precision cuts to fi t 
each individualʼs lifestyle
Goldwell Color Specialist

 Molly Mebane         336-209-4551  
 buff  natural nail bar and salon

Grief    Recovery®
Outreach Program

The Action Program 
For Moving Beyond 

Loss

Ellie McFalls, MCHt

Hypnosis for...
  • Smoking Cessation
  • Weight Control
  • Phobias/Fears
  • Fibromyalgia

620 S. Elm St, Ste 307 • Greensboro • 336-362-4170
www.masteryworksinc.com
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       NEWS briefs 

Greensboro Goes Pink

The North Carolina Triad Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the 
Cure® has undertaken a long term outreach program to 

increase breast cancer awareness in its service area which 
encompasses ten counties: Alamance, Davidson, Davie, For-
syth, Guilford, Randolph, Stokes, Surry, Wilkes, and Yadkin.

“Because our efforts are volunteer based, it was natural to 
develop resources close to home when we began the Race for 
the Cure® in Winston-Salem and Forsyth County. The next step 
to making a greater impact throughout our service is to strength-
en our volunteer network and community partnerships through 
a concerted outreach effort, starting with Greensboro,” says 
Eichhorn, Executive Director of the NC Triad Affiliate. “We 
continue to expand our education, screening, and treatment 
support services through our Community Grants program and 
mission outreach initiatives.  Up to 75% of the funds raised by 
our Affiliate stays in the local area with the remaining 25% 
going into the National Research Grants program.”

To that end, the Guilford County Community Council has 
been assembled in Greensboro to spearhead the expansion 
efforts.  Hollie Smith has been named Chair and sub-committees 
are being formed to focus on communications, community and 
health resources, fundraising and special events, and volunteer 
coordination. Tasked with educating and raising awareness of 
the Komen mission in Greensboro, the group will host a kick-off 
fundraising event, ‘Greensboro Goes Pink’ on Tuesday, March 
23 from 6-8 pm at Revolution Mill Studios in Greensboro. 

“We want this to be an opportunity to introduce the new 
Community Council, education and raise awareness of breast 
cancer, and offer individuals in the Greensboro community the 
opportunity to participate in a fun and casual environment,” 
says Smith. “We want to spread the word to our local volunteer 
and advocate communities, our student populations, and our 
survivors, about the opportunities to get involved in the grass-
roots efforts of the local NC Triad Affiliate organization.”

If you are interested in learning more about volunteer or spon-
sorship opportunities for “Greensboro Goes Pink”, please 
contact Hollie Smith, hollie.m.smith1@gmail  or Anna Eichhorn 
336-721-0037  or visit www.komennctriad.org

buff natural nail bar Expands Services

One local business is growing, even in this challenging 
economy. buff natural nail bar is expanding to add hair 

services. Opened as a manicure and pedicure salon in 2006, 
buff has grown steadily and now offers reflexology, mineral 
makeup, and locally crafted jewelry. Special care is taken to 
use healthy products in all services. They carry vegan nail pol-
ish as well as paraben free lotions and crèmes. All products are 
free of formaldehyde, toluene and DBP.

Beginning March 2, Molly Mebane, Goldwell color special-
ist and stylist with over 14 years experience, will be on site to 
offer color corrections, custom color and precision cuts. Molly 
uses Phyto botanically derived shampoo, conditioner and styl-
ing products. She specializes in providing clients with hair 
color that enhances their skin tone and eye color. Her innova-
tive cuts are designed to fit the client’s lifestyle.  A Greensboro 
native who has practiced in California as well as North Caro-
lina, she offers free consultations and a client referral program. 
Call Molly at 209-4551 to schedule an appointment.

Voted Best Nail Salon in the GoTriad Reader's Choice 
Awards for the past three years, buff specializes in restoring 
damaged nails. No acrylics, wraps or gels are used. Services 
offered include manicures, pedicures, reflexology, facial wax-
ing and now hair services. A locally produced mineral makeup 
and hand crafted jewelry is also available. 

buff is a member of Buy Triad First, a grassroots initiative 
to educate consumers on the importance of shopping locally. 
buff is committed to serving the Greensboro community and 
hosts blood drives, pet adoption fairs and food drives periodi-
cally. 

Learn more at www.buffnaturalnailbar.com. buff is located at 
The Village at North Elm, 305-D Pisgah Church Road in Greens-
boro. Call 336.288.6096 for an appointment. See buff at the 
Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show on April 10. See ads on 
pages 13, 14. 
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Massage Therapy School

Graduation. New classes coming up. 
Natural Touch School of Massage 

Therapy is a flurry of activity. The time to 
register for for the upcoming classes is 
NOW. 

The 7-month massage therapy day 
class begins mid-March. Class days are 
Mondays through Thursdays from 10 Am 
until 2 PM. The 13-month massage 
therapy night class begins mid-April. 
Classes are on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Greensboro's Natural Touch School of 
Massage Therapy's 550 Hours Diploma 
Program is N. C. Board approved. Don't 
delay any longer to take your first step 
toward a career in massage therapy. 

Call Natural Touch at 336-509-0086, 
Mondays through Thursdays, from 10 Am 
until 2 PM to register. 

Natural Touch isn't only the oldest 
established massage therapy school in 
Greensboro. It also offers classes, open 
to everyone. 

Offered by Dale and Jeannie Stacy 
are Reiki, Tai Chi, Shamanic Mystery 
School, Huna, and many more. For class 
information visit www.earthstarspiritual-
center.org. 

Annie Rawleigh teaches the North 
Carolina Reflexology Certification Course 
at Natural Touch. For class information 
call 336-855-7380. 

Classrooms  and flex-space treatment 
rooms are available. To reserve call 
Natural Touch from 10AM through 2PM, 
Mondays through Thursdays. 

Treatments are also available by ap-
pointment. Massage therapy by Ashleigh 
Franks, 336-509-0086, and Reflexology 
by Annie Rawleigh, 336-855-7380. 
Natural Touch School of Massage Thera-
py. Learn. Explore. Enjoy.

See ad on page 11. 

Integrative Medical Yoga Therapy Course

Advanced Dialogues in Spinal and Lumbopelvic Yoga Therapy will be presented 
by Ginger Garner, MPT, ATC, E-RYT 500 on March 13 and 14, 2010 at Randolph 

Hospital, 364 White Oak St. in Asheboro, NC 
 This 2 day integrative medical yoga therapy course is designed for the education 

of rehabilitation professionals and anyone who deals with patient populations with 
lumbopelvic dysfunction, including low back pain & sacroiliac dysfunction. Partici-
pants will learn and be able to apply a conceptual model for rehabilitation of the 
lumbopelvic spine as they apply anatomy, physiology and pathophysiology of the 
spine and lumbopelvic region to PYT™

Our intended audience will be PTs, OTs, ATC’s and other health care profession-
als dealing with low back pain management. Experienced yoga therapists and teach-
ers are welcome. This course contains 16 continuing education credit  hours.

Register on line at www.professionalyogatherapy.org or email Lmcphail@randolphhos-
pital.org for more information.
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A pediatrician, Dr. Kemper is the Caryl J. Guth Chair for Complementary and Integrative Medicine 
at the Wake Forest University School of Medicine and the Director of the Center for Integrative Medicine at 

Wake ForestUniversity Baptist Medical Center. She is the author of The Holistic Pediatrician, 
and her new book, Mental Health, Naturally is now available at www.Amazon.com

Natural approaches are the foundation 
of optimal mental and emotional 
health, just as they are for physical 

health.  There are many things we can do as 
family members and citizens to promote bet-
ter mental health in our families, homes and 
communities. These are covered in great de-
tail in the chapters of Mental Health, Natu-
rally. For those who want the bottom line, 
here are the 7 take home messages:

1. Mental and emotional health chal-
lenges are common and becoming even 
more so. They are among the most com-
mon, serious and deadly human health 
problems faced worldwide, ranking at 
the top along with heart disease, can-
cer, obesity, AIDS and injuries as lead-
ing causes of suffering for children, ad-
olescents, and adults. The US National 
Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) es-
timates that over 25% of adults (55 mil-
lion Americans) suffer from a diagnos-
able mental disorder in any given year. 
About 40 million suffer from an anxiety 
disorder, 21 million from a mood disor-
der, 9 million with attention deficit hy-
peractivity disorder (ADHD), 6 million 
with panic disorder, and millions more 

with other problems such as Alzheimer’s 
disease or schizophrenia. That doesn’t 
include millions more who are stressed 

out and struggling but don’t fit a specific 
psychiatric diagnosis.  Mental health, on 
the other hand, is essential for happiness, 
productivity, and global harmony. Mental, 
emotional, and physical health are inextrica-
bly interconnected. Things that affect physi-
cal health also affect mental health and vice 
versa.

MENTAL HEALTH,
NATURALLY

2. You can achieve your goals more efficiently by focus-
ing on what you want than on what you don’t want. Rather 
than dwelling on diagnostic labels of what is wrong, focus 
on your goals, what you appreciate, and what you desire -- 
greater clarity, focus, patience, calm, confidence, security, or 
feeling cheerful and hopeful, connected, empowered, or resil-
ient.  Once you know where you’re going, you can pick the 
strategies that help you get there. When it comes to successful 
strategies….

3. Focus on the fundamentals. Just as star athletes and 
gifted musicians do daily drills on the basics of their craft, we 
need to focus on the fundamentals every day. For health the 
fundamentals are:

a. Fitness—moderate to vigorous physical activity (at least 
45 – 60 minutes daily) balanced with restful sleep (at least 7 
to 9 hours a night for adults, more for growing children). Re-
member that regular physical exercise is as effective as many 
medications in treating mild to moderate depression. In addi-
tion to banishing the blues, it augments attention and fights 
frequent fretting.

b. Food—the brain is the most metabolically demanding 
organ in the body. It needs a steady supply of high quality fuel. 
Modern science provides tremendous support for what your 
grandmother told you. Eat breakfast; skip midnight snacks. 
Eat fruits, vegetables, whole grains, nuts, beans and fish. Stay 
away from fast, fried, or processed foods and beverages made 
with artificial ingredients. Drink pure water. One recent study 
showed mood could be improved just by eliminating meat 
from the diet. I’m not saying that everyone needs to become 
a vegetarian, but do be mindful about the impact of diet on 
mental as well as physical health. Avoid deficiencies of any es-
sential nutrient, particularly the B vitamins, Vitamin D, amino 
acids, essential fatty acids, and minerals such as magnesium, 
calcium and zinc. Make sure your salt is iodized.

c. Friendship with self—be a friend to yourself. Many 
emotional, mental and spiritual stress management skills have 
withstood the tests of time and scientific studies. These can 
be as simple and low cost as prayer, meditation, or keeping a 

“Mens sana in corpore sano”  (A sound mind in a sound body) ~ Homer
“The part cannot be well unless the whole is well.” ~ Plato

STEP OUT OF PAIN
The Rossiter Way

Kathy Howard, LMBT # 2259                 Kathy@Rossiter.com
Senior Rossiter Instructor / Massage �erapist

336-708-1727
ROSSITER CENTER

R
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Kathi J Kemper, MD, MPHgratitude journal (what are YOU grateful for today?). Practice 
one or more consistently. Communicate kindly with yourself. 

d. Friendship with others—develop strong relationships 
with others in your home, school, workplace and commu-
nity. Help build a healthy community. Healthy communities 
promote mentally healthy citizens. Join a club. Volunteer. Be-
come a mentor, tutor, or coach. Spend more time with people 
and less time with electronic entertainment. 

e. Fields—healthy humans need healthy habitats as well as 
healthy habits.  Positive influences used mindfully -- sunshine, 
music, nature and good design -- promote mental health. Min-
imize exposure to negative influences – noise, clutter, heavy 
metals, and toxic chemicals in air, water, food and household 
products. Television can be toxic, too; avoid the depression, 
fear, and anxiety induced by the 24/7 “all disasters, all the 
time” networks. Lower your carbon footprint; this is good for 
the earth, good for your self-esteem, and reduces funds flow-
ing to terrorists.  Work with others to eliminate the devastating 
mental and emotional effects of social violence – racism, sex-
ism, child abuse and domestic violence.

4. Build on the fundamentals by seeking support from car-
ing professionals (therapists, teachers, counselors, clinicians 
or coaches) who believe in and respect you. Psychotherapy, 
counseling, guided imagery, hypnosis, autogenic training, bio-
feedback therapy, EMDR, and meditation training can effec-
tively enhance healthy habits, especially stress management 
and support-building communication skills. Others can help 
you get started and keep you going. Effective support is avail-
able in person, in groups, from professionals, from peers, by 
telephone, email and the Internet. Medications can be use-

ful for those with major depres-
sion, schizophrenia, and other 
disabling symptoms; talk with a 
licensed professional. Do NOT 
suddenly stop taking a prescrip-
tion medication without profes-
sional advice.

5. Natural therapies and 
medications are no substitute 
for the fundamentals. How-
ever, safe, natural therapies can build on a healthy lifestyle 
to help you achieve your emotional and mental health goals. 
Examples of non-drug therapies that have helped many people 
achieve their mental health goals include:

a. Herbs and other dietary supplements such as lavender, 
St. John’s wort, 5-HTP, L-tryptophan and S-adenosyl methion-
ine (SAM-E), and valerian can be helpful. Be cautious. Natural 
products are not regulated as strictly as medications, and qual-
ity can vary. Just because a product is natural does not mean 
it is safe. Discuss with you health professional all the medica-
tions, supplements, and herbs you take to get the best advice 
to avoid interactions and side effects.

b. Massage and other kinds of bodywork to help decrease 
stress and improve sleep, mood, and overall emotional and 
mental well-being

c. Acupuncture can be as effective as medications for im-

Guiding You on Your Journey to 
Health and Balance �rough Yoga
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Mom & Baby

Children’s

Restorative

Beginner
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Yoga for Men

Offer good through June, 2009
One offer per person
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The Rossiter Way
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proving anxiety, mood and sleep. Ser-
vices provided by a licensed acupunc-
turist are covered by a growing number 
of insurers.

d. Electro-magnetic fields, EMF 
(specific types). While there has been 
concern about the adverse effects elec-
trical fields from power lines and cell 
phones, some research suggests that cer-
tain kinds of EMF can be helpful. We’re 
all familiar with electroconvulsive ther-
apy (shock therapy) as a powerful treat-
ment for severe depression. Modern ver-
sions are much safer than those used in 
the 50’s and 60’s. Some medical centers 
use transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(TMS); others are studying implanted 
vagal nerve stimulators (VNS) to treat se-
vere depression. Cranial electrotherapy 
stimulation or electrosleep looks similar 
to the TENS devices used to treat pain, 
and have been used for decades to help 
decrease anxiety and promote sleep; 
they require a prescription. Obviously, 
anyone with a pacemaker should avoid 
exposure to strong magnetic fields. Re-
search on the risks and benefits of differ-
ent kinds, strengths and patterns of EMF 
is growing rapidly. 

6. Use proven strategies to make 
the changes you want. As thousands 

of smokers know, it’s easy to know that 
quitting is a good idea, it’s harder to 
actually do it. Ancient wisdom tells us 
that long journeys start with single steps. 
Modern behavioral science helps us 
take those steps - exploring our ambiva-
lence; weighing the pros and cons, un-
derstanding our resources and barriers; 
making concrete, specific, measurable 
plans; tracking our own behavior; an-
ticipating and celebrating success; and 
periodically re-evaluating where we are, 
what we’ve learned, and what we want 
to improve next.

7. Mental health is part of the over-
all health of individuals, communities, 
society and the planet. To optimize the 
health of current and future generations, 
it needs to be an explicit priority in our 
daily decisions and our long-term plans 
as individuals and communities. To-
gether we can reduce anxiety by find-
ing effective alternatives to domination, 
threats and terrorism. Compassionate 
communication is key to promoting 
calm, clear solution-oriented problem-
solving between individuals and groups; 
it takes discipline, patience and persis-
tence to build the world and relation-
ships we desire.  Being mindful of the 
mental health impacts of social policies 
about agriculture, transportation, justice, 
safety, economy, energy, education and 
even foreign policy can provide greater 
focus, attention and intentionality in our 
individual and collective decisions. In-
dividual respect and social justice pro-
mote security, hope, focus and overall 
mental health.

There are hundreds of things you 
and your family can do today to promote 
mental health for yourself, someone you 
love, and those you may never meet. It 
will take all of us working together to 
create a healthy planet, healthy societ-
ies, and healthy homes where all can 
flourish with courage, confidence, clar-
ity, kindness, and good cheer. There are 
many opportunities for constructive ac-
tion. Together we can achieve our goals 
for mental and emotional health for our-
selves and our communities.

Dr. Kemper will be a guest speaker at 
the Natural Triad Health & Wellness 
Show on Saturday, April 10 at 1:00 
PM. Details on page 33.
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Imagine cruising down the 
highway on a beautiful spring 
day in your best friend’s fancy 

new sports car. You converse ami-
ably as he or she skillfully navi-
gates the twists and curves of the 
road. The scenery is lovely and you 
are enjoying the company, however, 
there is a sense of urgency in the air since 
you are both quite late. As you chat your 
eyes move past - and then back to - the 
gas gauge. Its on empty.  “Uh, I think you 
need some gas”, you say. To your great 
surprise your friend responds with, “Well, 
I don’t have time to stop for gas. I’m too 
busy driving and besides, we’re running 
late!”   You are not sure you heard right, 
so you try again. “Yeah, but we don’t have 
enough gas to get there”, you offer. “Its 
on empty!”  Again, the response; “No way 
I’m stopping!  We’re already running late, 
and I am too busy driving to take time to 
stop for gas.”  

Most of us would agree that the 
above scenario doesn’t make a lot of 
sense. Refusing to stop for gas all but 
guarantees that, not only will they not 
arrive to their destination on time, but 

that they may not arrive at all. Yet this is 
often the way many people live their lives. 
I often hear people say they are just too 
busy to take time out of their lives to rest 
or meditate, or just to sit for a short time 
in stillness. Great value is placed on do-
ing, achieving and activity, while ceasing 
the doing and simply being is given little 
credence.  Sometimes people even feel 
guilty if they do stop all their activity and 
just do nothing for a while. 

In Chinese medicine everything has 
a yin and a yang aspect. A balance of 
each is necessary in order for there to be 
harmony and balance. Yin is a more rest-
ful, quiet, yielding type of energy, while 
yang energy is more active, dynamic, and 

forceful. Each must be balanced 
by the other. Too much rest and 
quiet time (yin energy) can lead 

to lethargy, boredom and stagna-
tion of creative energy. It may also 

‘snuff out’ some of the fire of the 
yang energy. Too much activity and 

doing (yang energy) can lead to burn-
out, fatigue and overall stressful feelings. 
It may also ‘burn up’ some of the yin 
energy, leading to illness.

Many people live lives that are not in 
balance, and yet are surprised when 
things stop working, or when they ‘run 
out of gas’. But systems, including the 
human body, need balance in order to 
function optimally. This includes the need 
for a balance of rest and activity, stillness 
and motion, and meditation and doing. 

The benefits of meditation and sitting 
in stillness are well known. Many re-
search studies over the years have dem-
onstrated this. Some of the benefits of 
meditation include:

•  Improved concentration
•  A reduction in feelings of stress
•  Improved sleep
•  Lower blood pressure
•  Better personal relationships
•  Overall improved health

It is important to make the time for 
meditation and quietness everyday. Do-
ing so affords the opportunity to get 
centered and recoup energy. It prevents 
you from ‘running out of gas’, and allows 
you to approach all your activities from 
a more balanced perspective. Just imag-
ine what a day would be like if you felt 
completely rested, with plenty of energy 
reserves with which to approach your 

• the YIN & YANG of Time •

408 1/2 State St.
Greensboro, NC

336.510.2029

234 E. Raleigh St.
Siler City, NC  27344
919.883.8997

Committed To Quality Care

The Point is Feeling Good!

Our Services Include: Chinese Herbal Medicine, Acupuncture, 
Nutritional Guidance, Community Clinic

STILLPOINT ACUPUNCTURE

www.stillpointacupuncture.com

Visit our booth at the Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show on April 10
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activities!  Or what a day would feel like 
if you were engaged and active in a bal-
anced way. 

It can be helpful to assess whether 
you need more yang or more yin activity 
in your daily schedule. If you feel you 
have little or no time to relax, then you 
probably need to add some yin activities 
to your life. If you are a couch potato, 
then some yang activities might serve 
you. And paradoxically, sometimes one 
is needed in order to support the other. 
For example, you may need more yang 
activity (exercise) in order to sleep better 
(yin activity). Or you may need more yin 
activity (sleep and meditation time) in 
order to have the resources to support the 
yang activities in your daily life. 

It can also be instructive to consider 
the balance within the yin and yang as-
pects, respectively. For example, if some-
one meditates 2 hours everyday, but also 
only sleeps two hours every day, then 
there may not be a balance within the yin 
aspect of life’s activities. If someone 
works 16 hour days doing computer 
programming, but gets no physical exer-
cise, then there may be no balance 
within the yang aspect. So there must be 
balance within each aspect as well as 
between the two aspects. 

Stopping for gas actually facilitates 
your ability to get where you’re going. So 
too, slowing down, meditating or being 
contemplative, actually increases your 
effectiveness in what you want to accom-
plish. Making time to ‘fill up” and restore 
your energy, and balancing yin and yang 
activities is essential for a balanced and 
happy life. You actually waste time and 
compromise productivity when you don’t 
do it. 

Submitted by Diane Gross, M.S.O.M., 
L.Ac. Diane holds a license as an acu-
puncturist in North Carolina and a Doctor 
of Oriental Medicine in New Mexico. 
While Diane studied both Chinese and 
Japanese styles of acupuncture, she spe-
cializes in the Japanese treatment style. 
She also has been trained in Chinese 
herbology, Shiatsu and Tui Na massage.  
Visit the Stillpoint Acupuncture booth at 
the Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show 
on April 10.  See ad on page 20
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2010 Komen NC Triad Race for the Cure

Becoming a team member is easy! 
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Although news gleaned from television, radio, or the In-
ternet often is a positive educational experience for kids, 
problems can arise when the images presented are vio-

lent or the stories touch on disturbing topics.
News about a natural disaster, such as the devastating 

earthquake in Haiti, could make kids worry that something 
similar is going to hit home, or fear a part of daily life — such 
as rain and thunderstorms — that they'd never worried about 
before.

Reports on natural disasters, child abductions, homicides, 
terrorist attacks, and school violence can teach kids to view the 
world as a confusing, threatening, or unfriendly place. How 
can you deal with these disturbing stories and images? Talking 
to your kids about what they watch or hear will help them put 
frightening information into a reasonable context.

How Kids Perceive the News
Unlike movies or entertainment programs, news is real. 

But depending on a child's age or maturity level, he or she may 
not yet understand the distinctions between fact and fantasy. 
By the time kids reach 7 or 8, however, what they see on TV 
can seem all too real. For some youngsters, the vividness of a 
sensational news story can be internalized and transformed 
into something that might happen to them. A child watching a 
news story about a bombing on a bus or a subway might 
worry, "Could I be next? Could that happen to me?"

By concentrating on violent stories, TV news also can 
promote a "mean-world" syndrome and give kids an inaccurate 
view of what the world and society are actually like.

Talking About the News
To calm children's fears about the news, parents should be 

prepared to deliver what psychologists call "calm, unequivocal, 
but limited information." This means delivering the truth, but 
only as much truth as a child needs to know. The key is to be 
as truthful yet as inexplicit as you can be. There's no need to 
go into more details than your child is interested in.

Although it's true that some things — like a natural disaster 
— can't be controlled, parents should still give kids space to 
share their fears. Encourage them to talk openly about what 

scares them.
Older kids are less likely to accept an explanation at face 

value. Their budding skepticism about the news and how it's 
produced and sold might mask anxieties they have about the 
stories it covers. If older kids are bothered about a story, help 
them cope with these fears. An adult's willingness to listen 
sends a powerful message.

Teens also can be encouraged to consider why a frighten-
ing or disturbing story was on the air: Was it to increase the 
program's ratings because of its sensational value or because 
it was truly newsworthy? In this way, a scary story can be turned 
into a worthwhile discussion about the role and mission of the 
news.

Tips for Parents

• Discuss current events with your child regularly. It's important 
to help kids think through stories they hear about. Ask questions: 
What do you think about these events? How do you think these 
things happen? These questions can encourage conversation 
about non-news topics too.
• Put news stories in proper context. Showing that certain events 
are isolated or explaining how one event relates to another 
helps kids make better sense of what they hear. Broaden the 
discussion from a disturbing news item to a larger conversation: 
Use the story of a natural disaster as an opportunity to talk about 
philanthropy, cooperation, and the ability of people to cope 
with overwhelming hardship.
• Watch the news with your kids to filter inappropriate or 
frightening stories. If you're uncomfortable with the content of 
the news or if it's inappropriate for your child's age, turn it 
off.
• Talk about what you can do to help. In the case of a news 
event like a natural disaster, kids may gain a sense of control 
and feel more secure if you find ways to help those who have 
been affected.

Reprinted with permission from KidsHealth.org, which is As 
part of The Nemours Foundation's Center for Children's Health 
Media. Reviewed by: Mary L. Gavin, MD

How to Talk to Your Child About the News

A Center for the Childbearing Year

Lactation Consultation
Hypnobirthing, Lamaze

Breastfeeding Classes
Newborn Care Classes 

Cloth Diapers, Moby Wraps 
Ergos and more

515 College Rd. Suite 4, Greensboro, NC 27410 336-255-8311
www.peaceful-beginnings.org
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by Elizabeth R. Vaughan, MD

Good morning, Virginia. It’s good 
to see you again. How are you 
doing?” I asked, smiling at a pa-

tient whom I had known for 12 years. 
"I'm doing well. I'm here for my an-

nual exam. I feel good. Kids are fine, 
though I think they are going to drive me 
crazy; Jason is 11 and Lisa is 9 going on 
19,” she laughed. 

"And how is your husband?” I 
asked. 

"He is fine, too, thanks to you,” said 
Virginia. "Did you see that a class action 
suit was filed in Arkansas for people ex-
posed to roxarsone?” asked Virginia. 

"No, I haven't. That'll be a tough 
one to prove,” I shook my head. "What's 
most important is you eliminated your 
exposure to it and you have a healthy 
family. We never proved that the roxar-

sone in the chicken feed was the source 
of your arsenic poisoning. We were sus-
picious, but it wasn’t your only exposure 
to arsenic,” I reminded her.

"I know. I don't believe how sick I 
was when I first met you,” said Virginia.

 Virginia was one of my first patients 
with heavy metal toxicity. She came to 
my office twelve years ago complaining 
of irritable bowel syndrome. She had 
episodes of nausea, diarrhea, and ab-
dominal cramping, which were partially 
controlled with dietary changes and 
medications.

 
TWELVE YEARS AGO 

"When did you start having prob-
lems with your bowels?” I asked. 

"About two years ago. My husband 
and I moved back to my family home. It’s 

a former chicken farm up in the moun-
tains. After we moved back, I started 
having diarrhea off and on. I just don’t 
feel as well as I used to." 

"Are you losing weight?” I asked. 
"No. In fact, it is hard for me to lose 

weight and I am not eating that much. I 
always feel worse after eating,” said Vir-
ginia. 

Her past medical history was signifi-
cant for having colic as a baby and some 
intermittent symptoms of irritable bowel 
throughout her childhood and teenage 
years. "Did you have irritable bowel af-
ter you left home and went off to col-
lege?" I asked.

"No. That’s the funny thing. When 
I went to college, things got better. It's 
only been since I returned to the farm," 
she explained. 

       a look at TOXINS
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"When did you have the basal cell 
carcinoma?" I asked referring to her 
paperwork. This was very unusual in a 
woman who was only 29.

"I had that 4 or 5 years ago. The doc-
tor said it was pretty unusual at that time, 
especially on my stomach,” she said.

"Did you wear bikinis or two-piece 
bathing suits when you were younger?" 
I asked.

"Living on a farm in the Shenando-
ah Valley? You have got to be kidding. 
My mother would have killed me. No, 
I always wore one-piece bathing suits 
and I didn't wear those very often," she 
smiled.

"Hmmmm,” I said. "What kind of 
cancer did your parents have?" 

"Daddy was a smoker and died of 
lung cancer. Mom had lots of skin can-
cers and diabetes. She died of a heart 
attack. When they passed, my husband 
and I decided to move back to the farm. 
It's been a lot of work to bring the house 
and the yard up to livable standards," 
she said.

"How do you mean?" I asked. 
"Well, the house needed a lot of 

work and the chicken house was only 50 
yards from the house. They weren't big-
time poultry producers like our neigh-
bors. We tore down the chicken house 

because I wasn't interested in raising 
chickens. I did enough of that when I 
was a little girl. We decided to build a 
deck and redo the inside of the house, 
which we did over the past 2 years." 

"What kind of deck did you build?" 
I asked. 

"It's a beautiful deck that extends 
around the backside of the house and 
looks over the lake where the chicken 
house used to be. Now, we can see the 
lake because the chicken house has 
been torn down. It's very pretty." 

"What is the deck made of, Virgin-
ia?” I asked. 

"I don’t know. It's some kind of 
wood. Nothing fancy.”

CLINICAL EXAMINATION
Virginia was 5'5,” 160 lbs. BP: 

118/74, P: 63, T: 98.8. Eyes: Yellowing of 
the inferior conjunctivae of her eyes sug-
gesting zinc and/or selenium deficiency. 
Mouth: Few small fillings. Skin: Numer-
ous slightly raised, rough, flesh colored 
lesions over both lower extremities and 
arms. The skin on her feet and hands 
was peeling. Rash on trunk with areas of 
hyper-pigmentation and hypo-pigmen-
tation. Nails: Thin white horizontal lines 
across the lower portions of her finger-
nails. These were Mees lines, character-
istic of recent arsenic poisoning.

"How long have you had trouble 
with your skin?" I asked pointing to the 
trunkal rash, her legs and her nails. 

"I've had it since I was a teenager. 
My hands got worse in the past year. I 
figured it was some kind of nutritional 
deficiency or hereditary condition. My 
sister and brother have the same thing. 
Do you think it's hereditary?"

"No, I think it is due to arsenic poi-
soning,” I said. "Arsenic, in the form of 
roxarsone, has been used in chicken 
feed since the 1960s. It’s an antibiotic, 
but also helps the chickens grow bigger 
muscles. Chickens eat the feed and then 
it’s eliminated through their bowels. It 
can contaminate the soil and even your 
well. You may have been exposed since 
childhood. That would explain your 
IBS symptoms, the basal cell cancer, 
your skin and nail problems, and some 
of your parents’ health problems. And, 
when did you build the deck?" 

"We finished it six weeks ago. It took 
three months to build,” Virginia offered.

"I bet your deck is laced with arse-
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nic also. Pressure treated wood is treated 
with copper chromated arsenic (CCA) 
and it has arsenic trioxide in it. If you 
and your husband built that deck togeth-
er, you both may have been exposed to 
a lot of arsenic. That would explain why 
you have these little white lines across 
your fingernails," I said.

Virginia looked at her nails and 
looked at me then looked at her nails 
again. "You know, my irritable bowel 
symptoms got a whole lot worse about 
three months ago. That is when I went 
to see the doctor and I am here because 
the medication I was given didn’t work 
as well as I wanted it to."

“Do you have a well or city water?” 
I asked.

“Well water,” replied Virginia.
 "I think your current irritable bowel 

symptoms are caused by recent arsenic 
poisoning. You may have a significant 
problem with arsenic on your farm from 
the deck, the land and your well.” 

"Oh my goodness,” said Virginia 
looking at her hands. “Could arsenic 
have caused me to miscarry?”

“Yes,” I paused letting the signifi-
cance of what I was saying sink in. "Are 
you having numbness, tingling or weak-
ness in your hands or feet?" I asked.

“Yes, just in the past few weeks,” 
Virginia expressed with growing anger.

"Have you been tripping over your 
feet or dropping things?" I asked. 

"This is too much! Yes and my hus-
band complained of that also last week. 
I thought he was just getting klutzy. You 
can fix this, can’t you?" asked Virginia 
with increasing concern.

“Yes, and I need more data,” as I 
checked her reflexes, which were some-
what diminished in her legs. Her vibra-
tory sensation was also diminished in her 
feet and hands. This was consistent with 
arsenic toxicity. It could also be due to  
B-12 or folic acid deficiency, diabetes or 
alcoholism. I was still most suspicious of 
arsenic given her clinical presentation. 

WORKUP
“I want you to collect a 24-hour 

urine sample for me. How much sea-
food do you eat?” I asked.

“We have fish a couple of times a 
week; mainly, we eat chicken,” said Vir-
ginia, shaking her head.

“Then wait one week before col-
lecting the urine sample and don’t eat 

any fish this week. We’ll test for several 
heavy metals including arsenic.

 “I am also going to get  B-12 and fo-
lic acid levels, a homocysteine, a blood 
count, liver function tests and a urinaly-
sis. Arsenic can damage several organs 
in your body.

“The good thing about arsenic poi-
soning is that it moves in and out of your 
body fairly quickly. The half-life of arse-
nic in your blood is only 2-4 weeks. It’s 
eliminated in your stool and urine, but 
it can damage cells and tissues while 
inside your body. Some people store 
arsenic for longer periods of time than 
other people. Those are the people who 
get sicker from it. Given the fact that 
you already had basal cell carcinoma 
in an area that does not get exposed to 
the sunlight, I think you are one of those 
people. You’ve also had ongoing expo-
sure since returning to the farm. Long 
term exposure to arsenic contributes to 
lung, liver, bladder, kidney and skin can-
cer including basal cell,” I said.

Virginia was understandably quiet.
“If we confirm arsenic toxicity on 

the urine test, I want to chelate you with 

a drug that will help your body elimi-
nate the arsenic faster, so that you can 
get well and avoid those complications.

“Chelation is the process of using 
either a natural substance or a drug that 
essentially wraps itself around the heavy 
metal, whether it is arsenic, mercury, 
or lead, and the complex of the heavy 
metal and the drug is then eliminated 
in your urine or stool. That’s the simple 
version. If we use chelation, you will be 
on a number of different supplements to 
protect your cells and your organs from 
the arsenic as it moves from wherever it 
is deposited in your body to the outside 
world,” I explained.

“What do I do about my farm?” 
asked Virginia.

“You need to do some testing on 
your farm the same way we are testing 
you. Take several soil samples and have 
your county agricultural agent test them 
for arsenic. Also have your well water 
tested for heavy metals. When you go 
home today, put a simple water filter on 
your sink and shower. And, when you 
walk in your yard or on your deck, al-
ways wear shoes and leave those shoes 
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at the door. Don’t wear them inside your house. If there is ar-
senic on the land, and I fear it’s in the deck, you’ll track it into 
your house,” I urged.

Virginia was stone faced and speechless. I put my hand on 
her shoulder and said, “Let’s do the testing to confirm my sus-
picions. I think this is due to arsenic; let’s see how extensive 
the problem is at your home.” 

Virginia shook her head, “I want you to talk to my hus-
band about this.” 

I had my staff test her for mineral deficiencies. She was 
deficient in a number of minerals including selenium. This was 
important because selenium deficiency makes arsenic poison-
ing worse. It is thought that selenium binds to arsenic, inac-
tivates it and limits the damage that arsenic does inside the 
body. So, if she was deficient in selenium, the arsenic would 
have a more potent effect. She also had protein in her urine, 
which was consistent with early kidney damage.

We drew blood work and I started her on selenium and 
N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) and Silymarin. These last two sup-
plements raise the amount of glutathione in one’s body. Glu-
tathione is the most plentiful antioxidant in the body and is 
critically important for normal liver function. It is also a key 
molecule in the natural elimination of arsenic from the body. 
I also started Virginia on B vitamins, C and E to protect her 
from the arsenic. I gave her a  B-12 shot to see if this had any 
effect on her numbness. Lastly, I encouraged her to eat garlic, 
broccoli, or onions every day, since these foods help to clear 
arsenic from the body. 

TELEPHONE CONSULT
I called Virginia and her husband, Bill, three weeks later. 

“How have you been since I saw you?”
“Alright, but all of this is pretty depressing,” said Virginia. 

“Now on top of my diarrhea, I have to worry about cancer and 
being poisoned and losing my home,” said Virginia. “I did feel 
better for a few days after that B-12 shot, then it wore off.”

“I appreciate your concerns. Take it a step at a time,” I 
said. “Do you have your lab work to review?” I asked.

“Yes, I do. I don’t know what it means,” said Virginia.
“Your complete blood count shows that you’re mildly 

anemic and your white blood cell count is low. Your platelets, 
which are the cells that help you clot your blood, are within 
the low range of normal. So all of your cell lines are down a 
bit. This is very suggestive and consistent with arsenic toxicity. 
Your liver tests are normal. And, as I thought, your  B-12 level 

is low, which is causing your homocysteine to be high. Instead 
of oral B-12, I want you to give yourself  B-12 shots for several 
months to help eliminate the arsenic faster. We’ll call in a pre-
scription for you. Are you taking the supplements, specifically 
the selenium and NAC that I suggested?” I asked.

“Every day,” said Virginia. 
“Good. You are already eliminating the arsenic that is in 

your body faster than you were when I saw you in my office,” 
I said.

“When is my skin going to get better?” asked Virginia. 
“And when is my diarrhea going to clear up?”

“It will take several weeks to several months,” I explained. 
“Your 24-hour urine test shows 500 mcg in 24 hours. Nor-
mal range is 25-50 mcg in 24 hours. It’s high, but treatment is 
available,” I said. “What did your water tests show?” 

“375 parts per billion (ppb),” interjected Bill.
“Many environmental scientists think that this reading 

should be less than 10 ppb. The government allows 50 ppb. 
That’s your primary source of toxins. Do you have the soil 
samples back?” I asked.

“No. You know how the county office is. It takes forever,” 
said Bill.

“Then the two main sources, that we know of, are your 
well water and your more recent exposure to arsenic in the 
deck. Bill, I want you to check to see if there is some type of 
finish you can put on that deck to protect yourselves,” I recom-
mended.

“I am already checking on that,” said Bill. “I may just have 
someone tear it down and put up a new one.”

“Eventually, you may want to do that. Between now and 
then just don’t sit on the deck when it’s wet or when you’re 
wet. And, always wear shoes when you’re outside and take 
them off before entering the house,” I urged. 

“How did the arsenic get into our well?” asked Virginia.
“It may be that the land simply has a higher amount of ar-

senic than most land,” I said, “Arsenic is a metal that is found 
in soil. If you have any records of your parents’ chicken farm-
ing, review them and see if they ever paid for any feed with 
roxarsone, an organic form of arsenic. It has been used since 
the 1960s to help kill germs in chickens, but the real reason 
is to make them meatier. That’s why chicken breasts are much 
larger these days than they naturally would be,” I explained.

“We threw out all those old papers when we cleaned up 
the house……Is it safe to eat chicken?” asked Virginia.

“Virginia, I don’t know. There is a small amount of arse-
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nic in the chicken meat. It is the organic arsenic, roxarsone, 
so theoretically organic arsenic is less toxic than inorganic 
arsenic. It should pass through your body without damaging 
you. Organic arsenic in fish passes through your body without 
damaging you. On the other hand, inorganic arsenic in the 
pressure treated lumber and your well, is much more damag-
ing to the body.

“Other sources of arsenic are pesticides and herbicides 
in your fruits and vegetables, and coal fired power plants. If 
you are downwind and within 30 miles of one of those plants, 
then there is arsenic in the air that settles on your land. Also, 
unfortunately, certain fertilizers have very high levels of arse-
nic in them. Some of the best ones have high levels of arsenic 
because the fertilizer companies buy mine tailings to get the 
minerals to put in the fertilizer, and along with the minerals 
comes arsenic,” I explained.

"Bill, I want you to come into the office so we can test 
your urine also. Virginia, let’s get your treatment started. The 
most important thing you can do is to limit your exposure. Re-
search and put in a high quality water filtration system or buy 
your drinking water. We already talked about wearing shoes 
outside. The arsenic will continue to leach into the soil around 
the deck over time. So in the long run, it is a good idea to 
replace the deck, especially if you plan to have children,” I 
suggested. “Delay having a child right now because arsenic 
crosses the placenta and can cause brain damage to the fetus. 
Wait until we chelate you and then it should be safe for you 
to get pregnant. 

"Take all of the supplements, some of which will help you 
eliminate the arsenic faster. Others will protect you from the 
arsenic. Next, I’ll prescribe a drug called dimercaptosuccinic 
acid, DMSA, which you’ll take three times a day for three days 
in a row, every two weeks for twenty weeks to chelate the 
arsenic and speed up the elimination process. When you take 
the drug, stop taking the selenium and other minerals for those 
three days. The drug will bind to essential minerals and/or tox-
ic metals. When you swallow minerals, it takes about 24 hours 
for them to get into the cells where you need them. I want the 
chelator, DMSA, to bind to the arsenic, not the selenium. After 
you take three days of the DMSA, go back on the minerals to 
replenish what your body needs.

“I’ll send you written information on all of this because 
I realize it can be overwhelming. The drug-arsenic complex 
smells like sulfur, so your stool, urine and even your sweat 
may have an odor. The most common side effect is muscle 

cramping. The use of DMSA causes loss of magnesium. So eat 
lots of greens during this process and I’ll start you on a magne-
sium supplement. DMSA doesn’t actually bind to magnesium 
so you can take it along with all your other supplements, ex-
cept the trace minerals, every day,” I explained.

   
SIX MONTHS LATER

Bill and Virginia returned to the office. Her irritable bowel 
had completely cleared up. Her skin was improving month 
by month. The lines had progressed out her nails and she did 
not develop any more. She no longer had any numbness or 
tingling and her coordination was better. Bill’s coordination 
had returned to normal. A repeat 24-hour urine arsenic level 
on Virginia and Bill was less was than 25 mcg in 24 hours. 

“I want you to continue to take DMSA, but reduce the 
frequency to one weekend a month for the next six months. 
And if you decide to get pregnant, we’ll stop the DMSA during 
your pregnancy. We will put you back on it after you deliver. 
Fortunately, arsenic does not go into breast milk, so you will 
be able to breast-feed without any problems.

“I am concerned you may continue to have some ongoing 
low-dose exposure to arsenic because of the land,” I said. I 
was referring to the soil samples sent to the county agent that 
they had finally gotten back which showed that there was a 
modest increase in arsenic in the soil.

“We’ll wear our shoes outside. We have to tell you some-
thing that will make you laugh,” said Virginia.

“What is that?” I asked.
“Remember the deck we built?” asked Bill as he looked at 

Virginia. “We put a sealant on it, but our plans long term are to 
tear it down and rebuild it with a composite. We realized after 
the fact that we burned the leftover wood from the deck in our 
wood stove during those cold months. We were inhaling that 
toxic stuff. No wonder Virginia got so sick,” said Bill.

 “I’m certain you’re never going to do that again,” I said 
shaking my head.  "Take care of yourselves."

Written by Elizabeth Vaughan, MD of Vaughan Integrative 
Medicine, 1301-A West Wendover Ave., Greensboro. For 
more information, visit www.VaughanIntegrative.com or call 
336-808-3627 for an appointment.

Dr. Vaughan will be a guest speaker at the Natural Triad 
Health & Wellness Show on Saturday, April 10 at 2:00 PM. 
Details on page 33.
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Arsenic Toxicity

Arsenic is a strong carcinogen. Arsenic damages the cell’s ability to make energy 
resulting in cell damage and death. 

Properties
Arsenic is a steel gray metal-like material that occurs naturally in the ground. Ar-
senic compounds come in two types: inorganic or organic. Inorganic is the most 
toxic form of arsenic. Organic arsenic is considered less dangerous because it is 
too large to enter cells.

Health effects
• The dose (how much), the duration (how long), and the type of exposure deter-
mine the type and severity of the illness.
• Inhalation of inorganic arsenic (from cigarettes for example) may cause respira-
tory irritation, nausea, skin changes, and increased risk of lung cancer. 
• Acute high dose oral exposure to inorganic arsenic may cause nausea, vomit-
ing, diarrhea, cardiovascular effects and confusion. 
• Long term oral exposure to low levels of inorganic arsenic may cause skin 
changes (such as hyperpigmentation, corns and warts) and numbness in the 
hands and feet or a painful “pins and needles” sensation (peripheral neuropathy). 
It can also increase the risk of cardiovascular and kidney disease, diabetes and 
skin, bladder, and lung cancer.
• Children have the same symptoms as adults and may be more sensitive to ar-
senic than adults.

Exposure 
• Arsenic is found in the air, drinking water, and food. Food is the most common 
source of arsenic. 
• Some areas of the United States contain high natural levels of arsenic in rock; 
this can lead to high levels in soil or water. 
• Prior to 2003, inorganic arsenic was used in the production of wood preserva-
tives, primarily copper chromated arsenate (CCA). This was phased out for resi-
dential use. Sawing or sanding arsenic laden pressure treated lumber produces 
contaminated sawdust. Burning it releases arsenic into the air. 
• Occupations with exposure to inorganic arsenic include copper or lead smelt-
ing, wood treatment, and the production or application of pesticides containing 
organic arsenicals.
• The FDA approves various organic arsenicals for use as herbicides and antimi-
crobial additives for animal and poultry feed. Roxarsone is an organic arsenic and 
is used in poultry farming. Europe does not allow arsenicals as food additives. 
There is concern that organic arsenic CAN break down into inorganic arsenic 
with exposure to the sun or by bacterial action.

Testing
Measurement of urinary arsenic levels is the most reliable test of recent arsenic 
exposure. 

More information
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov

http://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/docs/2008/10885/abstract.html 
(Links Roxarsone to blood vessel growth in humans)

www.scribd.com/doc/1429975/USDA-OFR-00204 
(Roxarsone breaks down into inorganic arsenicals)
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Health & Wellness Show
April 10 ~ 9AM - 6PM

Greensboro Coliseum Special Events Center

Featured Speakers
10:00 AM

Steve Willen, DC

ARE YOUR HORMONES 
MAKING YOU FAT?

Dr. Willen has been treat-
ing difficult illnesses through-
out his career, including Fibro-
myalgia. His background of 
hormones has given his Fibro-
myalgia patients an 85% suc-
cess rate of treatment. Dr. 
Willen has used this same av-
enue of treatment to success-
fully treat obesity and weight 
loss. As we know, 95% of all 
diets fail. But, Dr Willen’s indi-
vidually designed weight loss 
programs are in the 5% that 
succeed. Come learn about the 
6 fat burning hormones that 
should be working for you and 
not against you!

A local and national leader 
within his profession, Dr. Steve 
Willen has been in practice 
since 1982. His office, Willen 
Health, is located in Greens-
boro.

11:00 AM  
 

Jillian Sarno Teta, ND

AN INTRODUCTION 
TO NATUROPATHIC 

MEDICINE

Dr. Teta will describe the 
training of naturopathic doctors 
compared to medical doctors, 
the philosophy of naturopathic 
medicine, and what it can do 
for you. Medically-trained 
naturopathic doctors are guid-
ed by a set of principles that 
include finding the root cause 
of an individual’s symptom 
picture and treating the person 
in their entirety. Dr. Teta will 
describe how naturopathic 
medicine is a unique blending 
of modern science and ancient 
wisdom and knowledge.

Dr. Jillian Sarno Teta is a gradu-
ate of Bastyr University, where 
she had specialty training in 
Sports Medicine, Cardiology 
and Complementary Cancer 
Care. She practices at The 
Naturopathic Health Clinic of 
North Carolina in Winston-Sa-
lem. www.nhcnc.com

12:00 Noon  
    

Kathi J. Kemper, MD

MENTAL HEALTH,
NATURALLY

Mental and physical health 
rest on the same foundation: 
Healthy Habits in a Healthy 
Habitat. Learn how the lifestyle 
choices that are good for your 
heart and immune system also 
benefit your brain. 

Her article on the same 
topic can be found on page 16 
of this issue, but her talk will 
be detailed an expansive. Her 
new book, Mental Health, 
Naturally is now available at 
Amazon.com.

Dr. Kathi J. Kemper is the Caryl 
J Guth Chair for Complemen-
tary and Integrative Medicine 
at the Wake Forest University 
School of Medicine and the 
Director of the Program for 
Complementary and Integra-
tive Medicine at Wake Forest 
University Baptist Medical Cen-
ter. 

Thanks 
to Our 

Sponsors!
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1:00 PM
      

Martine Busch, M.A.

THERAPEUTIC TOUCH 
& GUIDED IMAGERY

Come learn about  Thera-
peutic Touch and Guided Im-
agery from Martine Busch, who 
will be visiting us from Hol-
land. She will discuss Thera-
peutic Touch and Guided Im-
agery from the healing perspec-
tive, and what it means not 
only for the patient but for the 
practitioner as well in terms of 
connectedness to oneself and 
to each other. You will learn 
about each therapy and what 
health issues they are are used 
with. This will be a fun and 
interactive talk with energy 
demonstrations and more!

Martine Busch is a child psy-
chologist (Utrecht, Holland 
and Lugano, Switzerland). As 
director of the Van Praag Insti-
tuut for Complementary Care 
in Holland, she introduced 
Therapeutic Touch and Guided 
Imagery into the Dutch health 
care system.

2:00 PM

Elizabeth Vaughan, MD

HOW TO BE A YEAR 
YOUNGER IN 

365 DAYS

Worried about getting old-
er too fast? Beginning to lose 
your edge? Brain not working 
as well as you want it to? Dr. 
Vaughan will discuss what you 
can do to slow or even reverse 
the aging process. Yes, we do 
collect birthdays. Yes, we do 
get older. But there are atti-
tudes, activities and life style 
adjustments that each of us can 
choose to make TODAY that 
will determine how old we are 
a year from now. Embrace this 
opportunity to take control of 
your future health.

Dr. Elizabeth Vaughan practices 
at Vaughan Integrative Medi-
cine in Greensboro. She is 
Board Certified by the Ameri-
can Board of Clinical Metal 
Toxicology, the American Board 
of Emergency Medicine, and 
the American Board of Internal 
Medicine.

3:00 PM  

Jade Teta, ND, CSCS

THE NEW ME 
(METABOLIC EFFECT) 

DIET

Weight loss does not last, 
but fat loss changes the me-
tabolism for good. This talk 
teaches the diet, exercise and 
lifestyle habits that lead to sus-
tained fat loss. 

It is not how much one eats 
or how long one exercises that 
matter, these are the tools of 
weight loss. Rather it is the type 
of exercise and the quality of 
the diet that makes the real dif-
ference. When proper diet, 
exercise and lifestyle are com-
bined, a “metabolic ripple” is 
generated that leads to sus-
tained fat burning. This hor-
monal fat burning state is what 
we call the “metabolic effect” 
and it can be learned, prac-
ticed, and mastered. 

Dr. Jade Teta is the co-owner of 
Metabolic Effect, based in 
Winston-Salem. Come get a 
sneak peak at the content of his 
new book The New ME Diet.

4:00 PM  

Lewis Stocks, MD, Ph.D.

TOPIC TO BE
ANNOUNCED

At press time, Dr., Stocks 
was in Haiti, volunteering his 
time to help the victims of the 
earthquake. His topic will be 
annoiunced in the April issue 
of Natural Triad.

Dr. Lewis Stocks M.D., Ph.D. of 
Doctor’s Age Management 
Centers in North Carolina is a 
general surgeon and specialist 
in Bioidentical Hormone Re-
placement Therapy. He has 
practiced as a physician and a 
surgeon for more than 30 years. 
Dr. Stocks was one of the first 
surgeons in the Carolinas to 
add thermography as a primary 
diagnostic tool for the early 
detection of breast cancer.

The largest show of its kind in the Carolinas, this event will feature the best in integrative medicine. 
Come visit the many exhibitors and meet the practitioners, as well as Cindy Farmer (our MC)

and all the anchors and reporters from Fox8!  
There will be free health screenings, free chair massages, Healing Touch

lots of door prizes, healthy food, center stage demonstrations, 
and lots of health products to try & buy!

Join us for the whole day!
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What if you could launch 
yourself into a strato-
sphere of physical well-

ness merely on the wings of Thought 
and Touch? It’s not so far out, you 
know, not when you consider the 
dynamics of each. 

Consider the power of touch. 
Soothing, calming, medicinal. Noth-
ing beats the feel-good energy of a 
hug, a sweet caress, the kind touch 
of a hand.  Now consider the power 
of imagery. It’s been said that one 
thought has more power than it takes 
to send a rocket to the moon!  Both 
of these powerhouses, specifically 
therapeutic touch and guided imag-
ery, can potentially pack a positive 
punch with it comes to our well being. So powerful, in fact, 
that Martine Busch, M.A., the Director of the Van Praag Instituut 
in Holland, has devoted her Institute to bringing these forms of 
therapy to the forefront of complementary care in the Nether-
lands and beyond. And in April, Busch is bringing her expertise 
to the Triad to share  insights into these healing techniques. 

“My goal is to contribute to a better health care system, 
specifically by bringing in the aspect of the mind, of conscious-
ness and energy. Only then, can holistic health be obtained.”

Enter Therapeutic Touch (TT). In a nutshell, it’s a form of 
complementary care in which the patient's energy field is 
brought into balance. This is done through the practitioner’s 
hands using a specific method to harmonize the energy. In TT, 
it is assumed that the patient’s vital energy is out of balance or 
distorted, resulting in the manifestation of symptoms like illness, 
fatigue, pain and weakness. In Therapeutic Touch, the distur-
bance in energy flow is addressed, treated, and ideally, re-

stored. 

“The practitioner’s hands direct 
the energy...merely trying to dissolve 
the blockages in order to support the 
flow to return to its natural strength 
and vitality. In doing this, the self-
healing capacity of the body is en-
hanced. 

“Many nurses practice Therapeu-
tic Touch in their work. We invested 
a lot of time and energy in helping 
them do so. The Van Praag Institute, 
which we founded to introduce 
Therapeutic Touch, hosts a Therapeu-
tic Touch network of 700-800 nurses 
who give Therapeutic Touch work-
shops and lectures to their colleagues. 

Therapeutic Touch is now practiced in all kinds of health care 
facilities in the Netherlands: burn centers, neonatology wards, 
psychiatric hospitals, nursing homes (mainly Alzheimer pa-
tients), hospices, etc.”

Despite the introduction of this therapy to hospitals in Hol-
land, Busch says TT is still controversial. “Many doctors don’t 
understand the energy concept, which they don’t get acquaint-
ed with in their formal training – but I think we succeeded in 
introducing it into mainstream care. Many nurses practice it 
within their nursing profession, there are policies and proce-
dures and Therapeutic Touch is being discussed at many confer-
ences and other platforms of nursing.”

Therapeutic Touch is not restricted to healthcare profes-
sionals. Busch says it involves a systematic method that safely 
can be used at home—with roommates, sick relatives and oth-
ers. Volunteers in nursing homes, home care or hospice centers 
may follow a TT course plan. Research suggests it can be effec-
tive in treating anxiety, pain, and wound healing, as well as 
increasing general well being and quality of life.

“For many patients and Therapeutic Touch practitioners 
alike, Theerapeutic Touch is a very intimate process. I think this 
is because you connect at a deeper level with each other and 
therefore it is healing to the practitioner as well. Being really 
connected to somebody else, being completely free from the 
pressure of time and distracting thoughts, just being in the mo-
ment together is something every person should be able to 
experience every now and then. It is very reassuring and makes 
you feel really alive.

"Teaching Therapeutic Touch for me is very close to my 
pedagogical work: it helps people experience their potential. 

The Power of Guided Imagery & Therapeutic Touch

Martine Busch, M.A.
Director of the Van Praag Instituut, Holland
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self management and self healing. She says patients can even 
use it to prepare themselves for surgery, with research affirming 
they will be more relaxed and recover a lot faster. The Van Praag 
Institute has developed a series of guided imagery CDs for 
specific health issues including chronic pain, chemotherapy, 
and heart surgery. They are in use in hospitals today.

“It is very easy to convince doctors that patients who use 
guided imagery will be beTherapeutic Toucher off. And for them 
guided imagery is much easier to offer to patients than Thera-
peutic Touch, because they only have to hand them a CD—a 
concrete material thing—without the patients having to change 
themselves in terms of centering or connecting. It is just an-
other kind of (big) pill.”

A big pill with no pharmaceutical side effects. 
Blast-off to well being with the rocket power of guided 

imagery and therapeutic touch. The potential to launch yourself 
to an altitude where well being soars may be as close as the 
touch of a hand, or a daydream-like visualization. The belief in 
the effectiveness of these powerhouse tools fuels the work of 
the Van Praag Instituut and the passion of its Director, Martine 
Busch, whose extensive background in psychology and energy 
healing prompts her to blaze new trails in health care.   

“What I love about my work is trying to get something new 
done, something that helps people to reflect on their health 
(more than on having a disease) and discover their own healing 
capacity. 

“For me it is also a challenge to find the right words and 
paths to reach doctors and administrators as well. They need 
more information and  ‘treatment’ options. Maybe, what I like 
most—apart from what it brings me personally in terms of 
centering and compassionate care—is building bridges.” 

Want to know more? Martine Busch will be a guest speak-
er at the Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show on Saturday, 
April 10 at 1:00 PM. Details on page 33.

MayCay Beeler is a free lance journalist, award-winning TV 
Personality, and Professional Pilot. She has worked as on-
camera talent for TV Network affiliates ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX, 
and Cable News. As a champion of flying, she has set world 
aviation records. Visit her website at www.maycaybeeler.com

Students always refer to Therapeutic Touch as bringing them 
new experiences, saying, ‘I never felt anything like this! I never 
thought I would be able to feel the energy field!’ And I love to 
offer things like centering and tools to feel connected to oth-
ers.”

Centering is key. Busch describes TT as a 5-step process. 
The first step is centering, which is “The most important and 
the most difficult of the whole intervention. Centering means 
collecting your aTherapeutic Touchention, mindfulness, finding 
a place of inner peace. Dora Kunz, a founder of Therapeutic 
Touch and well known healer, always said that ‘the energy thing’ 
is not the difficult part of Therapeutic Touch, but centering is. 
Centering presupposes self discipline; it is a kind of mental 
training, a form of practical meditation. Not easy to keep doing 
on a regular basis, but essential in that it helps you to connect 
on a more subtle level with the patient/receiver, to sense the 
quality of the energy field and to not aTherapeutic Touchach to 
the outcome of the treatment.”

So what does Therapeutic Touch feel like? “People often 
experience this energy flow as a ‘tingling’ sensation with deep 
relaxation as a result. One patient with lung cancer referred to 
it as ‘dropping out of a vacuum wrapping’, being able to breathe 
freely again. Another patient who suffered from breast cancer 
and lost one breast said that for the first time since her illness 
she felt ‘whole and complete’ again. Others say they feel re-
ally cared for, supported and safe to go ‘inside’ and find their 
personal place of inner rest and peace.”

Another form of healing that offers similar results is guided 
imagery. Known at the Van Praag Institute as ‘Healthy Imagina-
tion’, this therapy is super convenient because you can apply 
it yourself— anywhere, on your own time—to reduce stress, 
unrest, pain and more. Not known as a cure, but a symptom 
tamer, guided imagery an easy and effective method of self-care 
Busch firmly stands behind. 

“Introducing Therapeutic Touch was not easy because the 
idea of an energy field is very far out for western trained profes-
sionals. So after a few years, we decided to start with another 
modality, but this time one that would be easier to understand: 
guided imagery. This is a mind body therapy for which there is 
not only a lot of evidence in terms of the effects, but with MRI 
scans we can also show beautifully that the brain is reacting to 
something you imagine in preTherapeutic Touchy much the 
same way it does when your eyes see something in the ‘real 
world’. The same holds true for movement: if you move your 
arm, your motor cortex will light up, being activated. When you 
merely imagine moving your arm, the same area is stimulated. 
So this means that just thinking intently of something alters the 
neural pathways in your brain and directly affects your 
body.”

In other words, guided visualization is a method in which 
you use your own imagination to reduce symptoms and promote 
health. It is based on the fact that the body cannot distinguish 
between something you imagine and something you really do. 
Busch believes guided imagery is a “fantastic tool” for use in 

Interviewed and written by MayCay Beeler
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By Jade Teta, ND, CSCS and 
Keoni Teta, ND, CSCS, LAc

       MOVEMENT as Medicine

What is the best way to build muscle?  If you are a 
personal trainer or experienced exerciser, then 
chances are you know the answer to this question. 

The standard answer to this question by those in the “know” is 
lift moderately heavy weights for 3-4 sets and 8-12 repetitions. 
This is the protocol that countless trainers and exercisers have 
lived and died by for decades. The problem is, this protocol 
does not work for all people.

Building muscle is the key to changing the metabolism for 
good. Men and women alike seek the tight firm and shapely 
bodies only muscle can deliver. When it comes to sustained 
fat-burning, muscle is the most important element. But what 
happens when the standard exercise prescriptions to build 
muscle don’t work? Is there another way to build muscle?  Do 

people respond differently to exercise?  And if so, is there a 
way to find out what would be the best way to build muscle 
for each individual?

Testosterone and Muscle
Whether male or female, the hormone testosterone is the 

limiting factor in building muscle. Testosterone is the reason 
men naturally have more muscle and less fat than women. 
Women too are beginning to realize that testosterone is key to 
developing the tight shapely bodies they want. The problem is 
everyone is uniquely different in his or her ability to release 
and benefit from this hormone. Not only that, but there are 
other hormones that work against the action of testosterone 
and can negate its positive effects. Excess stress hormones, 

Expert Advice on 
Building Muscle. 

Why 

it is 

usually 

wrong.
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especially cortisol, are notorious for breaking down muscle 
tissue.

Individualized Metabolism
Finding the proper balance between cortisol’s muscle-

burning effects and testosterone’s muscle-building effects is of 
vital importance when training to develop the tight muscled 
physique we all want. This means that it is not only the work-
out protocol that is involved, but also how that exercise re-
gime affects the unique hormonal makeup of the individual 
doing the training that matters.

Every single exerciser is as different on the inside bio-
chemically as they are on the outside physically. This is a con-
cept that medicine has realized. However, it is concept fitness 
ignores. In the world of fitness everyone is treated as if they are 
the same. If someone wants to build muscle there is a protocol 
for that. If someone wants to burn fat there is a protocol for 
that, and if someone wants to get strong, there is a popular 
wisdom about how to achieve it. But this one size fits all con-
cept does not work for everybody.

Go in any gym across the country and you will see per-
sonal trainers and fitness enthusiasts doing the same style of 
workout one after the other, over and over. Some of these 
people look great and seem to thrive on these protocols. But 
others struggle to put on even one ounce of muscle and are 
confused about why it does not work for them. Unfortunately, 
it is sometimes difficult to look past our old beliefs to see there 
may actually be another way to derive the same result. It is 
convenient to blame poor results on genetics or chalk it up 
to poor work ethics, but the bottom line is some people re-
spond to the common wisdom on muscle building and some 
do not.

The Truth About Building Muscle
Here is the truth about building muscle: it is different for 

everyone. Personal trainers who have been in the industry a 
while, and who strive to deliver results to their clients, have al-
ready figured this out. When someone is not getting the results 
they should, good trainers will switch up the program. And if 
they still are not getting the results they want they switch it up 
again. Finally, after several attempts they will find the exercise 
protocol that works best for that particular client. Smart exer-
cise enthusiasts will do the same thing. They will alter their 
workout until they find the one that seems to work for them. 
We never understood why this was needed in some people 

until now.
It turns out that everyone is different in his or her release 

of testosterone. Some people release testosterone on protocols 
that involve lifting heavy weight for very low reps. If you ask 
one of these people how to build muscle they will undoubted-
ly tell you to lift as heavy as possible. There are others who do 
wonderfully on bodybuilding type protocols where the weight 
is somewhat heavy and the repetitions vary from 8 on the low 
end to 15 on the high end. Then, believe it or not, there are 
some who build muscle on endurance protocols where the 
weights are lighter and the reps are higher. Up until now it was 
hard to predict which protocol an exerciser might respond to.

Scientific Muscle Building
Wouldn’t it be great if there were a way to determine the 

best approach for each individual to build muscle?  Some-
thing that was based on science and not left up to trial and 
error? Two new studies in the Journal of Strength and Con-
ditioning Research suggest there is. These studies published 
in the March 2008 issue by Dr. C. Martyn Beaven usher in a 
new era in our understanding of what it takes to build muscle. 
In the first of these two studies, professional rugby players 
were given different exercise protocols that included the ex-
act same exercises. The only difference in the protocols was 
that they involved different set, rep, weight and rest schemes. 
One protocol (the “muscle building protocol”) involved 4 sets 
of 10 reps with moderately heavy weight and two minutes 
rest between all the exercises. Another protocol (the “strength 
protocol”) involved 3 sets of five reps with heavy weight and 
with three minutes rest between exercises. The next protocol 
was an endurance protocol with lighter weight and five sets 
of 15 reps. The rest period lasted only one-minute. The final 
protocol involved lightweight and low reps with 1-minute rest 
between each exercise.

Based on the above description and the common beliefs 
about muscle building, the 4 sets of ten reps protocol should 
have excelled at building muscle and the 3 sets of five reps 
should have been best for strength gains. However, the results 
of the study did not show this at all. Every single protocol 
seemed to favorably alter testosterone production in at least 
some participants. This study showed that each individual in 
the study had a very unique hormonal response to the exer-
cises. Each protocol was able to create maximal testosterone 
release above and beyond the other protocols in a subset of 
the participants. Some participants saw maximal testosterone 
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release in the endurance protocol, some in the strength proto-
col and some in the other protocols.

Individual Response to Muscle Growth
After seeing these results, the authors did a second study 

and stratified each individual into the protocol that delivered 
the maximum testosterone release for that person. When they 
looked at the results from the second study they found that a 
significant majority of participants was able to increase both 
size and strength on their particular protocol. This was seen 
whether the protocol was an endurance protocol using light-
weights and high reps or heavy weight and low reps. Taken 
together these two studies show a few very important facts 
about muscle gain. First, muscle gain is unique for the individ-
ual and is dependant on the individual hormonal response of 
the exercise protocol. Second, when someone uses a protocol 
that suits their individual metabolic tendencies they are much 
more likely to get the results they seek.

Real world application
Obviously these studies were able to use fancy scientific 

tools to measure hormonal responses to exercise protocols, 
but the average trainer or fitness enthusiast does not have this 
luxury. However, it is fairly easy to determine how an exercise 
protocol is affecting someone by  asking several questions. 
First, how sore are they after the workouts and for how long?  
While some soreness is useful, soreness that is extra intense 
and lasting more than three days may signal an imbalance in 
the cortisol to testosterone ratio, meaning results will suffer.

By the same token, are the strength gains in the protocol 

going up, down or staying the same?  If the gains in strength 
are not being achieved chances are this is not the ideal pro-
tocol for muscle building. Energy, hunger, mood, and sleep 
are also important. The first sign of lowered testosterone and 
elevated cortisol is a drop in energy, cravings for sweets and 
dramatically increased hunger, irritability, restless sleep and 
waking not feeling rested. These measures act as biofeedback 
tools for trainers and fitness enthusiasts alike on how their 
chosen protocols are affecting the muscle building hormonal 
metabolism.

There is a simple tool to pinpoint how a workout protocol 
is impacting muscle gains. The test is called an adrenal stress 
index (ASI) and it is very similar to the testing used in the stud-
ies above. The test uses salivary cortisol and DHEA (a pre-
cursor to testosterone) measurements over a 24 hour period. 
Saliva is the best and most reliable way to measure these two 
hormones since it measures free hormone. It is also very easy 
to do. The test provides a direct measure of anabolic and cata-
bolic balance in the body. If you really want to know how your 
workout protocol is impacting your success find an integrative 
physician who understands how to interpret these tests.

By using these feedback tools it is easy to find and stick 
with the exercise protocol uniquely suited to an individual. 
This new method and understanding not only answers the 
question about how best to build muscle, but will deliver the 
best results in minimum time.

Jade Teta, ND, CSCS and Keoni Teta, ND, CSCS, LAc are natur-
opathic physicians and experts in the science of exercise. For 
more information, visit www.MetabolicEffect.com.  
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      WISDOM for the JOURNEY

Born into a family of 25 classically trained physicians, including her own parents, Judith Orloff, M.D. was dis-
couraged from talking about the ‘coincidences’ that she predicted and which unnerved the people in her life. A 
new edition of her bestseller Second Sight (Three Rivers Press, 2010) chronicles her journey from intuitive child 

with abilities she did not understand, to esteemed psychiatrist who dared to defy medical taboos. During her medical 
training, she denied and suppressed her skills, trusting the scientific method above her intuition. In the elite field of 
psychiatry, intuitive skills were unfit for making decisions affecting other people’s lives. After learning that a premoni-
tion she ignored could have prevented a patient’s suicide attempt, Dr. Orloff immersed herself in understanding the 
symbiosis between intuition and ethical, responsible medical practice.

A New York Times best selling author, Dr. Orloff has transformed psychiatry by synthesizing traditional medical 
practice with her knowledge of intuition, energy, and spirituality to promote mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical 
healing. For everyone, she offers practical strategies to overcome the maladies of modern life—frustration, stress, worry 
and overactive minds. Her other book, Emotional Freedom (Harmony Books, March, 2009) is a roadmap for those who 
are stressed, discouraged, or overwhelmed—and for those who are in a good emotional place but want to feel better.

An Exclusive Interview With
Judith Orloff, MD By Karen M. Rider, M.A.
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In this interview, the delightful Dr. Orloff  talks about the 
re-release of Second Sight, and shares her experiences and 
insights about intuition, creativity and emotional freedom. 

Karen:  Why do you think we are hearing so much about in-
tuition, energy healing and creativity at this time and how did 
this influence the re-release of Second Sight?  

Judith: The world has changed since the first edition, al-
most 15 years ago. [People have] become much more open to 
the integration of intuition in medicine and life, in general. The 
great gift of Second Sight coming out now, is that the public 
is more receptive to the idea of extra sensory experiences and 
ways of knowing. 

Karen: What is intuition? How are creativity and intuition con-
nected?  

Judith: Intuition is a skill and intelligence. It is a focused 
ability that I teach everyone to develop in the book, Second 
Sight. There’s a spectrum of intuitive experiences-- from gut 
instincts to communicating with someone who has passed 
over. 

Intuition or Intuitive Intelligence is more palatable, in a 
way more tangible even to scientific minds. Many researchers, 
like Einstein, who have made great discoveries departed from 
traditional theories on a hunch. That’s intuition at work. 

To be creative implies that you have accessed intuition. 
When you immerse yourself in a creative process of any kind, 
even if you don’t view it as intuitive, you are placing yourself in 
an intuitively charged place. My belief is that all forms of cre-
ative/intuitive expression originate from a spiritual source. The 
shared challenge between an artist and an intuitive is to trans-
late the intangible or invisible into the material and the visible. 
This is true for all creative endeavors not just artistic creativity. 
This is why we are hearing more about ‘right-brain skills’ or 
‘outside the box’ thinking in work environments. When people 
have permission to access their intuition unique solutions to 
complex problems can result.

Karen:  Intuitive Intelligence. I think that should be added 
to the Theory of Multiple Intelligences put forth by Howard 
Gardner. One of the seven intelligences he identified was 
Intrapersonal Intelligence, the capacity to know and under-
stands one’s feelings, fears and motivations. 

Judith: Yes, I like that. That is all part of intuition, though 
not the whole.

Karen: Can you differentiate between fear and intuition?

Judith: Reliable intuition conveys information neutrally, 
without any emotion. The impressions you sense are crystal 
clear, seen in your mind’s eye and felt in your body. Yet, you 
are detached from them or any outcome related to the impres-
sions. Fear is highly charged with negativity and it limits your 
ability to think and to act or respond. Some fearful feelings are 
authentic intuitions. Look at the quality of the emotions associ-
ated with what you’re sensing. 

Karen: How does one develop or enhance intuitive skills? 

Judith: We all possess the capacity to develop these skills. 
Developing intuitive intelligence or skills requires that you live 
in the moment and quiet the rational mind. Intuition can occur 
spontaneously, like a hunch or an ‘a-ha’ moment, but it also 
has to be developed.

Children are exceptionally intuitive because they don’t 
operate with their analytical mind to the degree adults do. 
Playfulness is a way to engage intuition and creativity. You 
can’t engage these in an adult mind hooked on analyzing. In 
Second Sight, I discuss five steps that anyone can use to de-
velop intuition and use it to confront challenges in life, be it 
making a major decision, healing your body or mind. I live by 
these five steps (see side bar).

 As a psychiatrist, I listen with both the linear and the in-
tuitive mind. The linear mind doesn’t allow you to see into the 
depths of someone’s soul, their innermost desires and greatest 
hopes and fears. I teach my patients, my students, and the av-
erage person, how to balance intellect with intuition. You don’t 
have to make a choice:  The message of Second Sight is that 
you can hold intuition and intellect simultaneously.

Karen:  What are some ways to identify an authentic teacher 
or mentor?  

Judith:  In Second Sight, the chapter, ‘The Well-balanced 
Intuitive’, goes into this subject in detail. Be cautious of re-
quests for large sums of money, grand promises, or methods 
that require you keep returning to them and no one else. An 
authentic intuitive does not flaunt her skills; s/he is humble 
and compassionate. You should seek referrals from trusted ho-
listic practitioners, get references, and pay attention to your 

 The Club at Green Valley 
                Mind/Body Studio          

Lendew Street, Greensboro

No experience 
necessary.

All levels welcome           

30-Day FREE Yoga Trial

Yoga
As Stress Relief

Learn to relax & destress!

For class schedule, 
visit

www.pyramids.org

   Sign up 
   today!

275-1391
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Five Steps to Developing Intuition
by Judith Orloff, M.D.

1. Notice Your Beliefs. 
By choosing life-enhancing beliefs you can create optimal wellness. No sys-

tem in the body stands apart from your thoughts. A well bodymind has a greater 
capacity for intuition.

2. Be in Your Body. 
Most Westerners spend too much time in their head, ignoring the rest of the 

body. Shift into awareness and enjoyment of the physical body as a complex and 
sensitive intuitive receptor. 

3. Sense Your Body’s Subtle Energy. 
We are more than flesh and blood, we are subtle energy- chi – which pen-

etrates the body and extends beyond it. The subtle energy system has a signifi-
cant effect on health and on our ability to access and develop intuitive skills. It 
is important to learn to sense this energy within us and to correct imbalance in 
order to maintain bodymind health. 

4. Ask For Inner Guidance. 
Get to know your own intuitive voice, for we all have one. To hear, you must 

become still, for example through meditation or spending time in nature. Spend 
time each day devoted to listening to this voice. It may surface as a gut feeling, 
a hunch, an image, sound or an “a-ha” experience (an instant “knowing” like 
a light bulb suddenly switched on). Learn to trust the signals your inner voice 
sends.

5. Listen to Your Dreams. 
The language of dreams is intuition. Dreams reveal information about health, 

relationships, life choices. The key is to remember your dreams. Keep a dream 
journal at your bedside. Ask a single, focused question as you fall asleep. When 
you wake, don’t rush out of bed. Write down the impressions lingering in your 
mind from your dream state. Repeat this, with the same question, for a few nights 
until you see the answer taking shape in your journal notes.

gut. 
       

Karen: There’s a quote by Goethe about 
how, when we’re in the moment of de-
cision, there is always hesitation, some-
times it is fear holding us back. What do 
you suggest to someone who is afraid to 
engage his or her intuitive skills?  

Judith: Start with smaller decision 
first; test out your intuition and build 
successes so you can learn to trust [your-
self] in this regard. Intuition is always af-
firming, loving compassion. 

There comes a time when we must 
decide if we are committed to a life 
based on heart. If so, this means coming 
to compassionate terms with the light 
and dark forces that shape us. Nothing 
is excluded. Remember this when you 
greet all the angels and beasts on your 
path. Your intuition will teach you how 
to see and how to love. It instills in you a 
renewed faith to face anything.

For more information about Dr. Orloff, 
please visit www.drjudithorloff.com

To request reprints or permission to use 
excerpts from this article please contact 
the author/publisher.

Dr. Orloff was interviewed by Karen M. 
Rider, M.A., a freelance writer who cov-
ers stories and subjects that educate, 
enlighten and entertain. She also writes 
fiction that explores human and spiritual 
potential. View her portfolio at: http://
KarenMRider.writersresidence.com
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Financially, the number one problem that plagues families and 
stymies dreams is DEBT! Credit Cards and other revolving bills 

prevent families from putting money into savings and retirement, 
purchasing needed items, and achieving their goals and 
dreams. 

Today you’ve got more reasons than ever 
to free yourself from the burden of credit card 
debt. 

1. Compound interest works against you. 
When your credit cards balance accumulates 
interest, one of the most powerful forces in 
the world – compound interest – is actually 
working against you to keep you in debt 
bondage.

2. No end in sight. Most credit card debt is revolving. Because 
of the way interest is calculated, it can be difficult to tell how 
long it will take to pay off credit card debt. It can feel like you’re 
on a treadmill from which you can’t escape.

3. You’re not in control. Your lender is. Your credit card issuer 
determines your interest rate, credit limit, fees and charges 
based on your credit history. You don’t get to select the terms.

4. Great balance transfer deals are almost nonexistent. They 
used to pour from your mailbox, but now those zero or low APR 
balance transfer deals with low or no fees are practically 
gone.

Primerica’s newest product, DebtWatchers™ was designed 
with all these concerns in mind. This exciting new product allows 

community 
SPOTLIGHT

you to monitor your credit and to create your own personalized 
path to debt freedom. With this product you can:

• Take control of your debt situation by using the information 
in your Equifax Credit Report™ to create a simple to understand 

plan for paying off your debt

• Monitor your Equifax credit report for key 

changes with E-mail and text message alerts

• Receive your CREDIT SCORE 4 times per year 

at no additional charge

• Track your progress toward debt freedom

• Set goals and monitor actual balances re-

ported by your creditors

• Get up to $25,000 in Identity Theft Insurance with no deduct-
ible*

• Access your information any time, online

All this and more for the low monthly fee of $14.95!

Getting off of the Debt Treadmill is a good goal to have, and 
an achievable one with the right tool. Our clients are Excited to 
see the possibilities of paying off their bills sooner and finally 
achieving their goal of Debt Freedom.  

I am Scott D. Hughes, an Independent Representative of Primerica. 
To contact me directly, please call (336) 471-1673, or e-mail to: SD-
HughesPFS@triad.rr.com. Calll me today be sure to visit our booth 
at the Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show on April 10.

GOT DEBT?
What if there was a way to get out?

advertorial

Servicing the Triad

Color, Strengthen and Revitalize 
Your Hair without Chemicals

Experience the Difference Natural Organic Hair Products Can Make.
• Ammonia-Free           • Toxin-Free    • Paraben-Free                
• Wheat/Gluten-Free    • Vegan           • 100% Gray Coverage
• Safe for Cancer Patients    • Fade-Free       • Organic Perms

ORGANIC HAIR SALON
Connie Willett
336.454.3074

Natural 
Grass Fed

Angus Beef

No added hormones,
steroids, antibiotics 

or chemicals

Find us at the Greensboro Farmers Curb Market
on Yanceyville Street every Saturday.
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Most of us regard the coming of 
Spring as a perfect time to deep 
clean the house by organizing 

cramped closets, sorting through sock 
drawers, washing the windows to a spar-
kling sheen, and scrubbing months of 
accumulated dust from baseboards. But, 
we rarely put this much effort into taking 
care of ourselves. Regarding the changing 
season, is there a better time to focus on 
our health than Spring? If you view New 

Year’s resolutions with more of an “agony 
of defeat” than “thrill of victory” attitude, 
a spring renewal offers a chance to re-
group, to get back on track.  

Many factors contribute to our over-
all winter season malaise, including a 
lack of external stimuli like gardening, 
hiking, and daylight. The natural cycle of 
hibernation accompanies decreased 
physical movement. Our psychological 
hunger for connection to something 

beautiful and profound is often damp-
ened by a motivational deficit due, in 
part, to cold weather. We may just have 
an insatiable desire to hunker down with 
a good book. Too often, we’ve chosen the 
cozy lazy boy recliner rather than the 
tennis shoes, or sought solace in a late-
night bowl of ice cream right before 
bed.

Passing through the holiday season 
without partaking of our favorite treats 

Greensboro’s connection to natural health care

         (See the News Brief, Community Calendar Section and 
www.gsohealth.com for dates)

                              Treating patients and not just symptoms
                                 Dr. Scott is trained as a Naturopathic physician and 
                                      Acupuncturist and is available for lectures and talks

Take the 2010 Spring Renewal Challenge!
Details on page 46.

Spring             Renewal
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was not an option for the vast majority of us. Now, we can’t 
seem to shake off those extra pounds, although we know in our 
heart of hearts that at any moment - given the right time - we’ll 
reach for those tennis shoes rather than the remote control. 
When the time is right, we think, we’ll feed our bodies the fuel 
they need rather than the empty calories our minds crave. And 
we are happy for a moment at the mere thought of these good 
practices.

Listen to your intuition. The stirring inside you is simply 
your body asking for attention. You are being called to action 
by your highest self! As the winter doldrums pass, the Earth 
makes room for budding maples, soft ground, and the warmth 
of the sun. Now is a perfect time to follow nature’s cues and 
join in the celebration! The baseboards can wait.

Traditional renewal practices include prayer or meditation, 
movement, fasting, and giving. These activities – in any form 
- will jumpstart your mind, body, and spirit into greater health 
as we head into the spring thaw.

Begin your Spring renewal by turning the kitchen into your 
home’s power station. Organize your tools, and box up every-
thing that complicates efficiency. In other words, if you have 
fourteen dull knives, pick four to sharpen and ten to donate. 
Purge the twenty-year-old Tupperware collection, cast out the 
cookware you’ve been saving for your grandchildren, and move 
your favorite utensils into an easy-to-reach cabinet. Rid your 
pantry and refrigerator of negative obstacles as well. Either fin-
ish off that container of Chunky Monkey, or watch it melt in 
the sink. Make a conscious decision not to replace it during 
your renewal period. Read your food labels. If you can’t pro-
nounce the ingredients, remove the offender from your home.  
Otherwise, the temptation for backsliding may be difficult to 
overcome. You must take the offensive.

Think of your body as a castle in need of protection. High 
fructose corn syrup and partially hydrogenated oils are deadly 
enemies of your castle. Gather the sentries, and guard your 
door with fresh seasonal vegetables, organic raw cheeses, and 

high quality protein. Befriend kind people who will help you 
learn the tricks of the trade; cooking nutritious and delicious 
meals does not require deep pockets or chef’s training. You will 
be pleasantly surprised by how your efforts - regardless of their 
breadth - will lead you to discover a newfound joy of good, 
clean, and affordable food.

Center your daily activities on movement. If you have a 
sedentary job, stand up every time the phone rings. Walk to the 
sink and fill your water glass once an hour. Before drinking, 
whisper a simple thanks to the water for nourishing, replenish-
ing, and cleansing each cell in your body. It will make you 
smile, and a smile is the best movement of all. 

Make your Spring Renewal a time for initiating positive 
change. It doesn't have to be about deprivation; think of it as 
taking something back – taking control of your physical, emo-
tional, and spiritual well-being! Below are a few tips to help 
you on your way:

•  Set your sights, but be realistic. Baby steps sometimes precede 
giant leaps; find your stride, and you’ll learn to recognize the 
beauty in both.

•  Choose a theme, or focus. If sugary soft drinks are your 
demon, take control of this addiction and replace it with water. 
If caffeine is overtaxing your metabolism, replace coffee with 
herb tea. If you have read about gluten intolerance and think 
you may suffer from grain insensitivity, consider undertaking 
an elimination diet.

•  Be prepared for the short-term negative effects of detoxifica-
tion. You may experience headaches, breakouts, bloating, in-
somnia, fatigue and irritability during the first ten days or two 
weeks. Hang in there! Once these challenges pass, you will 
rapidly move into a phase of high energy and happiness. These 
positive changes will become your motivation as you continue 
your quest for renewal.

Greensboro’s connection to natural health care

         (See the News Brief, Community Calendar Section and 
www.gsohealth.com for dates)

                              Treating patients and not just symptoms
                                 Dr. Scott is trained as a Naturopathic physician and 
                                      Acupuncturist and is available for lectures and talks

>>>

Making Life Better!
That’s our mission. 

We exist to improve lives through the 
professional implementation of proven 

“Vision Development Therapy”
 techniques and strategies

enhancing your world 
through vision therapy...

  Autistic Spectrum Disorders
          Reading    Learning    
                  Attention Problems
                          Wandering & Lazy Eye

What Our Patients Say

“Greater ability to learn; more interested 

in school and is a  happier child.”
              - Dustin H.

“Grades went up; saw the  blackboard
better; eye did not hurt anymore.”

                                                                - Brandon B.

336.460.0752          www.drmarkroberts.com
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discontinue any medications without consulting with your 
doctor first.

Easy Recipes to Get You Started

Good Morning Tea: mix the juice of one lemon with hot water, 
a small spot of Grade B maple syrup, and a touch of cayenne 
pepper. Sip slowly and enjoy. Good for the liver!

Energy Bumps: mix 2 tablespoons of your favorite nut butter 
(read the label – no high fructose corn syrup or partially hydro-
genated oils), a cup of ground raw almonds or walnuts, and a 
cup of raisins in a food processor. Add more nut butter if the 
mix is too crumbly. Roll into several bite-sized balls, and dust 
with cocoa powder. For an extra treat, add cacao nibs to the 
mix. This recipe can be doubled, tripled and custom-designed. 
Experiment! Make a batch ahead and keep them in the freezer. 
This is a sugar-free recipe, but the raisins add sweetness.

Steamed Greens (collards and kale are excellent this way): 
rinse in cold water and trim the leaves away from the hard 
middle stem, if necessary. Roll the leaves together and cut into 
medium shreds. Set your metal steamer in a pot with an inch 
or so of water. When the water boils, add the greens; set your 
kitchen timer to 4 minutes; don’t overcook! Carefully remove 
the basket from steam. Dress with a touch of extra virgin olive 
oil, a little balsamic or apple cider vinegar, and a dash of good 
quality sea salt. These are delicious for breakfast with a boiled 
egg and a piece of toast, or leftover cold for lunch. (Beet greens 
and spinach are best cooked in boiling water for NO MORE 
than one minute; these greens contain measurable amounts of 
oxalic acid which can aggravate kidney or bladder problems; 
once they are quickly cooked in water, the oxalic acid is re-
moved. Drain, and dress to your taste.)

Beet Salad: wash and trim the greens from three fresh beets, 
saving the beet greens for later. Grate the beets. Add a table-
spoon of fresh lemon juice, 2 tablespoons of olive oil, and sea 
salt to taste. For added punch, add some Dijon mustard or 
mixed herbs. Dill is grand with beets! 

2010 Spring Renewal Challenge: March 21 – May 2
Up for it? 

If you’re interested in participating in a group 
Spring Renewal Challenge,

email:  lynn@hawthornuniversity.org. 

You’ll receive a weekly email featuring easy, nourishing 
recipes, words of encouragement, and insight into how the 
challenge is being met by others undertaking the renewal 

journey with you. Safe travels!

•  Partner with a friend, co-worker, or family member, and stay 
strong together. Keep out of harm’s way; if your goal is to give 
up alcohol, stay out of bars.

•  Plan on shopping for fresh produce more than once a week. 
If vegetables intimidate you, ask for help from another shopper, 
or from the produce manager. People love to talk about food!

•  Purchase a metal steamer basket; it will become your best 
kitchen tool.

•  Begin your morning with a glass of water. Eat or drink some-
thing your body recognizes as good for it first thing upon ris-
ing.

•  Move your body through dance, yoga, resistance training or 
other daily exercise.

•  Consider adding probiotics to your morning routine; they 
will help your gut support dietary changes.

•  Weigh and measure your hips and waist on the morning you 
begin your renewal; then, avoid the scales for at least two weeks 
- longer if you can. Weigh and measure on the morning your 
renewal ends, being sure to wear clothing similar to your initial 
weigh-in (or wear your birthday suit). Weigh on the same scales, 
and use the same tape to measure. If a friend measured you at 
the beginning of the renewal challenge, ask the same friend to 
measure you at the end. 
•  See your doctor before beginning any new health plan; don’t 

Lynn Byrd is Director of Admissions for Hawthorn University, 
an online postsecondary institution educating future leaders to 
work in the field of holistic nutrition. She is a Nutrition Educa-
tor and Counselor currently working with clients of The Natur-
opathic Health Clinic of NC. For more information, please email 
lynn@hawthornuniversity.org or call 704-982-8260
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CAN’T LOSE 
WEIGHT?

ARE YOUR 
6 FAT BURNING

HORMONES 
WORKING FOR YOU 
OR AGAINST YOU?

Learn the truth 
about how 

your body burns fat 
by attending a 

FREE
Weight Loss 

seminar!

Call (336) 292-4900
or Register NOW at 

www.DietTriad.com
Seating is Extremely Limited so Act Fast!

See us at the Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show on April 10.
Dr. Steve Willen, DC will be the featured speaker at 10:00 AM! See details on page 32.Also!
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total health is
SKIN DEEP

You know how to take care of yourself. You exercise 
regularly, eat right and strive for balance in all areas of 
your life. So, when was the last time you had a skin 

cancer screening? If you can’t remember, or if it’s been more 
than a year or two, you should know some important facts 
provided by the American Cancer Society (www.cancer.org):

• Skin cancer is frighteningly common. More than one million 
people are diagnosed annually, accounting for nearly half of 
all malignancies in the United States. 

• While the basal cell and squamous cell forms of the disease 
are not usually fatal, they can be significantly disfiguring if left 
untreated.

• Melanoma, the most serious form of skin cancer, kills more 
than 8,600 people a year in the United States. 

• Diagnosing melanoma early is key because in its localized 
stage, the five-year survival rate is 99%. However, once it is 
has spread regionally in the body, the survival rate falls to 65%. 
It drops all the way to 16% when the cancer has metastasized 
to distant parts of the body. 

• While anybody of any race or complexion can develop non-
melanoma or melanoma skin cancer, the most common risk 
factors include: 

~ unprotected and/or excessive exposure to ultraviolet (UV) 

Reflexology Tips 
for the Neck

A stiff and sore neck may be the result of a muscle cramp 
precipitated by a chill, sleeping in a cramped position, 
unaccustomed exercise, or sudden twisting of the neck.  

An unconscious stiffening of the neck muscles in stressful situ-
ations can also result in neck stiffness and pain.
    Simple Reflexology can bring immediate relief in neck 
muscle stiffness and pain. Hand reflexology is best-suited to 
relieve neck discomfort because the neck's reflex points are 
located in the more prominent hand knuckles at the bases of 
the thumbs and fingers. 

Rub your thumb or finger over each knuckle to check for 
muscle blockages. The blockages can feel ropey, as soft lumps, 
or as hard lumps. To remove a blockage, place either your 
thumb or finger directly on it, apply firm pressure, then small 
circling, until you no longer feel the lump. 

The muscle stiffens and pain will immediately disappear. 
For more severe chronic neck discomfort, several consecutive 
days of Reflexology may be needed.

Submitted by Annie Rawleigh, Certified Reflexology instructor. 
For class information, or for an appointment, call 336-855-7380. 
See ad on page 29.

Ann Hardee, Realtor/Broker
Your “Can Do’ real estate consultant

RE/MAX 1st Choice
336-327-8440
annhardee@remax.net

How can you sell 
your house in today’s 

market? Call me

3150 N. Elm St.  
Suite 101

Greensboro, NC  27408
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We want you on our team!
Come together with the staff, 

readers, and fans of 

to support the 
2010 Komen NC Triad Race for the Cure

Becoming a team member is easy! 
Go to www.naturaltriad.com/komen 

and click on the gray bar above the team members names 
or call 336.369.4170

Race day is Saturday, May 1

Come Walk With Us!
radiation (including severe sunburns as 
a child)
~ fair complexion
~ family history
~ multiple or atypical moles
~  occupational exposures to coal tar, 
pitch, creosote, arsenic compounds and 
radium

The renowned Mayo Clinic (may-
oclinic.com) joins the American Cancer 
Society in underscoring the importance 
of regular self-examinations to prevent 
skin cancer from developing. “If you 
notice any suspicious change in your 
skin,” the site urges, “consult your doctor 
right away.” Be especially alert for 
changes in the size or color of an existing 
mole, bump or growth, or for the appear-
ance of a new spot. Additionally, scali-
ness, oozing and bleeding may be warn-
ing signs, as may changes in sensation, 
such as itchiness, tenderness or pain. 
However, the Mayo Clinic site further 
warns, “Don't wait for the area to start 
hurting — skin cancer seldom causes 
pain.”

So make skin cancer prevention part 
of your overall health maintenance. Pro-
tect your skin from burns, tans and exces-
sive exposure. And above all, be vigilant. 
The Skin Cancer Foundation (skincancer.
org) states that, “Coupled with yearly skin 
exams by a doctor, self-exams are the best 
way to ensure that you don’t become a 
statistic in the battle against skin can-
cer.”

Free skin cancer screenings 
will be available courtesy of 

Derm Diagnosticsat the 
Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show, 

April 10, 2010 
at the 

Greensboro Coliseum 
Special Events Center. 

Opening in March at The Shops at 
Friendly Center, Derm Diagnostics offers 
skin cancer screenings by a board certi-
fied family physician—no appointment 
needed. For hours of operation, more 
information or to schedule an appoint-
ment, please call 336.292.DERM (3376) 
or visit www.DermDiagnostics.com.
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“In short, we had a mess. Lost dictation, slow 
turnaround times, and no ability to track and archive 

our extremely valuable information. 
Transcription Solutions proposed a complete 
turnkey solution along with voice recognition 

and a workflow platform that is very user-friendly. 
Within two weeks, Transcription Solutions had us 

on track with increased accuracy and 
no more backlog of transcription, 

and our costs have decreased substantially.”

                                                       Julius Torelli, MD
                            Cardiologist, Bethany Medical Center

                                                          High Point, NC

No Hidden Fees 
such as upfront, licensing, maintenance or 

support costs...ever

EMR Interfacing at no additional cost

Electronic Signature

Improved Quality and turn-around time

Customizable Reporting for practice managers 
and administration

Free Electronic Storage of your documents

TRANSCRIPTION SOLUTIONS
We can help your practice save time and money. Call us for a free demo.

(910) 276-8440
www.TranscriptionSolutionsLLC.com
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BODYWORK

CH-IMPORTS, LTD.
3410 Deep Green Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-282-9734  -  www.chimports.com

Pure and natural essential oils. Custom 
blending, bottling and labeling available. 
For information and samples, contact 
number above. See ad on page 53.

AROMATHERAPY
INDEPENDENT VEMMA DISTRIBUTORS 
Maggie and Windell Dorman
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
336-454-6469

Work from home in your own home-
based business. Enjoy the tax benefits 
of business ownership. No registration/
application fee. No inventory to carry. 
Free professional training by industry 
leaders. Unlimited earning potential. Call 
336-454-6469 or visit www.myvemma.
com/wdorman. See ad on page 31.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

COACH W
Lucy Wellmaker, M.Ed., Life Coach
336-632-1940
www.LucyWellmaker.com

One-on-one over the phone 
personal and professional 
life coaching. Compli-
mentary first session. Also 
available for workshops 
and seminars. Helping you 
create the life you love. Call 
or email to schedule your 

complimentary coaching session today. 
It will change your life. 

COACHING

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INTERNALLY FIT
Barbara Aultman, Certified Colon Hy-
drotherapist
906 Portland Street, Greensboro
336-638-3858

10 years experience. Class II Medical De-
vice. Current special pricing: all colonics 
$40 ($65 value). Must call for an appoint-
ment. Visit www.nc-internallyfit.com.

BODYWORK BY ROB VICKORY
Rob Vickory III - LMBT 4101
1400 Battleground Ave, Ste A
Greensboro   336-337-9783  
website: robmassage.sytes.net

Offering Deep Tissue, 
Swedish, Hot Stones and 
Joint Mobilization Mas-
sage. Rob is a graduate 
of Body Therapy Institute 
with certified continuing 

education in the magic of Hot Stone 
Massage. For appointments call or email 
robv3massage@aol.com

COURSES
KNEADED ENERGY® SCHOOL OF 
MASSAGE - 404 State St. - Greensboro
336-273-1260
www.kneadedenergyschool.com

Continuing Education Program offered at 
a new Greensboro based Professional 
Massage Therapy Diploma Program.  
ENROLL NOW!  Day and Evening Mas-
sage Therapy Certification Program is now 
accepting students. Weekend CE pro-
grams offered year-round.  Call or visit 
web site for calendar. 

        COMMUNITY resources

EARTH TURNS
All Natural Health & Beauty Products
www.EarthTurns.com   1-800-507-3604

EarthTurns.com prides itself on exception-
al customer service. All natural, chemical 
free health and beauty products at great 
prices. All of our products are made in 
America to assure quality. Ships SAME 
DAY, Mon-Sat. See ad on page 56.

GASTRO-SLIM
From Proper Nutrition Inc
To order call 1-800-555-8868      
www.propernutrition.com

A new and natural dietary weight loss 
dietary supplement. When taken with 
a healthy diet and exercise program, 
Gastro-Slim is the perfect addition to your 
weight loss plan. See ad on page 42.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
PRODUCTS

THE HEART CENTER
Holistic Energies & Alternative
Restorative Techniques
Susan Flanigan - Reiki Mater
336-558-7007

Explore the benefits of different types of 
energy work. Reiki, Huna, and Reflexology 
are  used in individualized sessions aimed 
at achieving maximum potential benefits 
for you. For appointments call or email 
HeartCenter@Speed-Flanigan.com

ENERGY WORK

HAIR CARE
MOLLY MEBANE
buff natural nail care and salon
The Village at North Elm
305-D Pisgah Church Rd. - Greensboro
For Free Consultation: 336-209-4551

Molly's special areas of expertise include 
color corrections, custom color and 
precision cuts. Her goal is to achieve the 
perfect color that will enhance skin tone 
and eye color along with the perfect cut 
that not only looks great on her clients 
but works well with their lifestyles. See 
ad on page 13.

NC REFLEXOLOGY CERTIFICATION
Annie Rawleigh, Certified Reflexologist
336-855-7380

Reflexology is a simple 
approach to health & 
renewed vitality, while 
e l i m i n a t i n g  i l l n e s s 
& pain. Learn how to 
give foot,hand, & ear 
reflexology, as well as 
anatomy, theories, ener-

gy, business, marketing & ethics. Classes 
held Sundays, 9-5: Sept. 12, 19, 26 & Oct. 
3, 10 at Natural Touch School of Massage 
Therapy in GSO. You do not need to have 
a license in massage therapy to be a Re-
flexologist. Call with mailing addressing 
for info. See ad on page 29.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRANS-
PERSONAL HYPNOTHERAPISTS
800-296-MIND
www.holistictree.com

Become a certified hypnotherapist 
through accelerated learning over 5 days 
with Instructor/3 time author Dr. Allen 
Chips. Certification program is being of-
fered in Greensboro and Nags Head, 
North Carolina. Call for dates and 
times.

THE NURTURED BODY
Dee Manieri, LMBT#7314, LE#564
www.nurturedbody.com
336-207-9832

Offering Massage & 
Skin Care Therapy:  
Therapeutic, Hot 
Stone, Prenatal, Fer-

tility, Reflexology, Facials, Peels, Waxing, 
Organic Skin Care & Makeup.  For an 
appointment email info@nurturedbody.
com or call the number above.
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HYPNOTHERAPY
ALTERNATIVE WELLNESS & BEYOND
Polly Humphreys, Consulting Hypnotist; 
EFT Holistic Practitioner & 
Personal & Professional Coach 
Member: National Guild of Hypnotist
Free Consultation: 336-988-5750

Polly is recognized for helping adult and 
clients discover and banish the Root 
Cause of their underlying issue(s), gaining 
clarity and helping them reframe sub-
conscious templates.  Areas of expertise 
include: wellness, stress management, 
academics and sports enhancement, life 
direction and reaping prosperity con-
sciousness.  To learn how to transform 
your life from ordinary to extraordinary, 
call 336-988-5750.  Educational website: 
alternativewellness.net 

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY OF 
HIGH POINT 
2400 S. Main St. High Point
336-259-8138
 
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is now 
available in the Triad. Can be used for 
many, many conditions including Au-
tism, ADD, MS, Cerebral Palsy, Stress, 
Arthritis, Chronic Fatigue, Allergies & 
Asthma, muscle and tendon pain. See 
ad on page 27.

NATUROPATHIC 
PHYSICIANS

VEMMA NUTRITION PROGRAM
Maggie and Windell Dorman
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
336-454-6469

Vitamins, Essential Minerals, Mangosteen 
and Aloe Vera, the Vemma Nutrition Pro-
gram is the most complete liquid nutrition 
program available. 30-day money back 
guarantee. See ad on page 31.

GREENSBORO ACUPUNCTURE & 
NATUROPATHIC CTR.
301 South Elm Street, Greensboro
336-848-7539  www.gsohealth.com
Twitter screen name: gsohealth

We are now offering Community Acu-
puncture Clinic Days as a part of our 
practice for the Greensboro community, 
contact us for more information! Our 
patient centered practice acknowledges 
every person is an individual.  Thus, we 
provide several treatment methods includ-
ing:  acupuncture & acupressure, Western 
and Eastern botanicals, acute & chronic 
pain management, allergy elimination 
and detoxification techniques, nutrition 
and homeopathy.  We are Greensboro’s 
connection to true natural healthcare!  Be 
sure to make your appointment today! 
See ad on page 44.

NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CLINIC OF 
NC & METABOLIC EFFECT
2522 Reynolda Rd.,  Winston-Salem
Keoni Teta, ND, LAc, CSCS; Jade Teta, 
ND, CSCS, Jillian Sarno, ND      
336 724 4452, www.naturopathichealth-
clinic.com

Our clinic helps individuals and families 
optimize wellness with comprehensive 
science-based healthcare. We utilize nat-
ural therapies such as functional nutrition, 
homeopathy, acupuncture, functional 
exercise, botanical and environmental 
medicine that treat the cause of dis-ease, 
rather than just managing symptoms. See 
ad on page 35.

TRIAD NATURAL HEALTH CENTER
214 East Mountain Street, Suite 101, 
Kernersville. 336-655-2832
Dr. Aimee Sheppard, ND, MsOM, LAc

Dr. Sheppard is a graduate of Bastyr 
University and a Washington state li-
censed naturopathic physician, and a NC 
licensed acupuncturist. Naturopathic and 
Oriental Medicine embrace balance in 
the BodyMindSpirit through diet, lifestyle, 
herbal therapies, clinical nutrition, home-
opathy, acupuncture and naturopathic 
and Chinese physical therapeutics. 
Achieving balance promotes health and 
wellness in the BodyMindSpirit.

MENTAL HEALTH
MARIE ANDERSEN-WHITEHURST
408 1/2 State Street
Greensboro, NC 
336-674-8008
www.angelic-crystal-wisdom.com

Marie Andersen-Whitehurst, ACSW, 
LCSW, CIH offers psychotherapy and 
Hypnotherapy. She specializes in the 
treatment of depression, anxiety, stress 
management, marital therapy and per-
sonal growth issues.

DEEP ROOTS MARKET
3728 Spring Garden St. - Greensboro 
336-292-9216 / deeprootsmarket.com

Greensboro’s only natural foods coop-
erative, we are a community-owned 
grocery store providing a variety of fresh 
& packaged foods, all-organic produce, 
bulk grains, flours, fruits, nuts, & herbs, 
& a complete vitamin & supplement line. 
Visit us for customer service that goes 
the extra mile. Serving the Triad for over 
30 years. Mon-Sat 9-8, Sun 12-7. See ad 
on page 9.

ORGANIC

REFLEXOLOGY
Annie Rawleigh, Certified Reflexologist
1-A Wendy Court, Greensboro
336 855-7380

Professional Reflexology 
since 1984. Reflexology 
is a simple approach to 
health and renewed vital-
ity while eliminating 
stress, pain and illness.  
For appointments call 
Annie Rawleigh at 336 

855-7380. See ad on page 29.

REFLEXOLOGY
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PRIZMS CENTER FOR MINDBODY IN-
TEGRATION LLC
www.prizms-ahealingplace.com
Downtown Winston-Salem
336.761.5071

Bringing together the best in 
holistic services, our profes-
sional cross-trained staff in-
tegrates massage/bodywork 
(relaxation and therapeutic), 
Reiki/energy work, holistic 

counseling and traditional psychotherapy, 
including EMDR, to address individual 
client needs of Body, Mind, Soul, and 
Spirit.  Classes and trainings also avail-

WELLNESS CENTERS

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Susan Musgrave
206 East Center Street
Lexington, NC  27292  336-236-7187

Evaluate the level of your energy flow 
with a meridian stress assessment. Non-
invasive. For more information, call or 
email  tsmusgrave@lexcominc.net. See 
ad on page 27.

FAMILY YOGA
Cheryl Andres
1616-E Battleground Avenue
336-272-0005, Greensboro
www.familyyoga.org

Prenatal, Mom & Baby, Chil-
dren's, Yoga Fundamentals, 
Restorative, Easy Does It, 
Beginners, Mixed Level, 
Intermediate, Power Flow, 
Yoga for Men and Pilates 

classes are offered. See web site for 
class descriptions, schedule and pricing. 
Family Yoga also offers Massage therapy 
services. See ad on page 17.

YOGA & TAI CHI

mind|body|fitness yoga
2949 Battleground Av, Greensboro
(adjacent to Earth Fare)   392-9224
www.mindbodyfitnessyoga.com

Offering Ashtanga/Vinyasa/Flow yoga 
classes as  well as gentle, restorative 
practices including Yin, deep relaxation  
and Insight Meditation. Morning, mid-day 
and evening classes for all  levels in an 
eco-friendly studio.

THE CENTER FOR HOLISTIC 
HEALING
1623 York Ave Suite 103
High Point NC 27265
336-841-4307
www.center4holistichealing.com

The Center for Holistic Healing is an in-
tegrative healing center in High Point, 
NC. Our desire is to offer you an oppor-
tunity to work on yourself as a whole; 
mind, body, and spirit, with the help of 
team of professionals.  We offer mental 
health counseling, acupuncture, Reiki, 
massage, healing touch, registered dieti-
cian services, yoga, and wellness focused 
groups and classes. Please call or visit our 
website for more information.  See ad on 
page 30.

WEIGHT LOSS
DIET TRIAD
5500 West Friendly Avenue, Suite 101 
Greensboro
336.292.4900    www.DietTriad.com
 
Are your 6 FAT BURNING HORMONES 
working for or against you? It's time you 
learned how to get your body into FAT 
BURNING MODE and finally lose that 
excess weight and keep it off! Discover 
this multi-faceted, breakthrough system 
that will show you on a day-to-day basis 
if your body is in FAT BURNING mode 
or not. Learn exactly what you can do to 
switch it into fat burning mode! Don't go 
another week living with the frustration 
of unwanted fat, when the answers are 
here for you! Go to www.DietTriad.com 
to watch a short video. See ad on page 
47.

able.  All hours by appointment.  Conve-
niently located in downtown Winston-
Salem near Business I-40.  All services 
provided by fully licensed and/or certified 
staff.  See our website for additional de-
tails and staff/contact information. See ad 
on page 34.

Lower Your Cholesterol 
Without a Prescription

Synergy Health
613 Dolley Madison Rd, Greensboro  

336 218 7099© Synergy Health 2008

Do doctors make you uncomfortable?
Do drug side effects concern you?
Is your cholesterol mildly to moderately elevated?

Try Red Yeast Rice 
for cholesterol issues. 

It is the natural form of 
Statin Therapy.
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        COMMUNITY events

Monday, March 1

The 4 Principles of Healthy Living. 3 pm. 
In order for individuals, families, and the 
nation to improve overall health we must 
get back to the basics of good health. Join 
Dr. Ray Morrow of WFUBMC General In-
ternal Medicine as he shares four simple 
health habits that can help you live a longer, 
healthier and more productive life. Loca-
tion: BestHealth, Upper Level Hanes Mall 
in Winston-Salem. Call 336-716-2378 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm to register. 

Tuesday, March 2

Free Infant Massage Class. 9:30-10:30 am. 
Taught by Tag Woods. Infant massage is an 
ancient parenting tradition that has been 
rediscovered and adapted to our modern 
world. Clinical evidence now echoes this 
ancient wisdom and shows that a parent’s 
nurturing touch delivers multiple benefits 
to support the healthy development of an 
infant. One of the most natural and reward-
ing methods of providing this early nurtur-
ing contact is through the refined applica-
tion of infant massage. The class is for 
caregivers and their infants that are 6 

weeks-6 months. Please bring a blanket and 
a towel to class. Please call to reserve. The 
Center for Holistic Healing 336-841-4307. 
Visit www.chhtree.com

Wednesday, March 3

Reiki/Energy Healing. Drop-in between 
5:30-7 pm. Free. Energy Healing is a great 
tool for stress management. Meets the first 
Wednesday of the month. The Center, 108 
B West Main Street, Danville, VA. Call 
434-822-0007 or email skkhecox@com-
cast.net for more information.

Sunday, March 7

Piedmont Savants. 4-6 pm. Free. Come 
enjoy and participate in a lively discussion 
about various Esoteric and Metaphysical/ 
Spiritual topics. Meets the 1st Sunday each 
month. The Center, 108 B West Main St, 
Danville, VA. Call 434-822-0007 or email-
skkhecox@comcast.net for more info.

Tuesday, March 9

Managing your Empathetic Abilities. 
6:30-7:30 pm. Empathic abilities can feel 
less like a gift and more like a curse until 
we learn how to manage and appreciate 
this beautiful gift! In this class we will share 
experiences, find support and understand-
ing and like-minded friends, and learn how 
to use energy management methods. Led 
by Christina Allen, Reiki Master Teacher. 
Cost: $10. For more information call The 
Center for Holistic Healing at 336-841-4307 
or visit www.chhtree.com

Wednesday, March 10

Surviving Newborn Care. 6pm. Learn what 
to expect after your baby is born; jaundice, 
signs of illness, immunizations, normal 
newborn behavior,crying and more. A 
MUST class before your baby is born. 
Peaceful Beginnings, 515 College Rd, Suite 
4. 336-255-8311. www.peaceful-begin-
nings.org

Winning the Food Fight. 6-7 pm. Also 
March 24. Do you eat when you feel 
stressed? Do you eat when you feel angry? 
Do you eat when you feel happy? Do you 
find yourself eating when you aren’t hun-
gry? This group is for those who find yourself 
fighting not only a battle with weight but 
the emotional cycle of eating when you 
aren’t hungry and then battling your self 
after you eat. Taught by Cynthia Palmer and 

Ke l ly  Tyrey.  Cos t :  $10 For  more 
information,contact The Center for Holistic 
Healing at 336-841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com

Thursday, March 11
 
Colon Cancer: Early Detection. 2 pm.  
March is national colorectal cancer aware-
ness month. This type of cancer is the sec-
ond leading cause of cancer-related death 
in men and women, combined. Join 
WFUBMC gastroenterologist Dr. Joel Brug-
gen to learn about early detection and 
screening options that lead to successful 
outcomes. Location: BestHealth, Upper 
Level Hanes Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2378 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm to register. 

Energy Medicine Study Group with David 
Rosenberg, Ph.D. 4-5:30 pm. $12 per ses-
sion or 8 for $80. Also Mar 25, Apr 8, 22, 
May 13. At The Center, 108 B West Main 
St, Danville, VA. Take this opportunity to 
explore what Dr. Norm Shealy has called 
the “future of medicine” for the 21st cen-
tury. We’ll work through much of the mate-
rial in the text Energy Medicine by Donna 
Eden and David Feinstein, Ph.D. Partici-
pants will receive supervision in the hands-
on practice of effective techniques that will 
improve energy flow within the body and 
reduce stress and tension. No prior experi-
ence in energy medicine is necessary. En-
rollment will be limited to ten people. For 
more information visit http://www.life-
coursewellness.com or call Dr. Rosenberg 
at 434-791-5768 or 434-822-0007. 

Sunday, March 14

Metaphysical Qabalah. 5-7 pm. Also March 
21, 28. Metaphysical Qabalah is being of-
fered through Eclectic by Nature. John 
Staley and Katlin Hecox are your guides as 
we start a journey of metaphysical and self 
discovery. $25 for the initial 3 classes or 
$10 drop in rate. Contact Eclectic By Nature 
at 336-373-0733 to pre-register.

Saturday, March 20

Spring Equinox: A Celebration of Wellness. 
10 am-2 pm.  Free. Light and Love Healing 
Essentials and The Center are hosting this 
event at the Community Market, 629 Crag-
head St, Danville, VA. We will have great 
products, demonstrations, music, services, 
drawing and fun. If you are a vendor, please 
contact us before March 1st at 434-822-0007 
or at skkhecox@comcast.net for a great 
table rate!
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Tuesday, March 16

Infant Massage Class. 9:30-11 am. Also 
March 23 and 30. Taught by Tag Woods.
Infant massage is an ancient parenting tradi-
tion that has been rediscovered and 
adapted to our modern world. Clinical 
evidence now echoes this ancient wisdom 
and shows that a parent’s nurturing touch 
delivers multiple benefits to support the 
healthy development of an infant. One of 
the most natural and rewarding methods of 
providing this early nurturing contact is 
through the refined application of infant 
massage. The class is for caregivers and their 
infants that are 6 wks-6 mos. Please bring 
a blanket and a towel to class. Sign up to 
reserve your spot, as space is limited. Cost: 
$70. The Center for Holistic Healing 
336-841-4307. Visit www.chhtree.com

Mommy Boot Camp. 6pm. Learn the 
changes the body goes through in preg-
nancy, nutrition, prepared childbirth class 
options, what to expect at the hospital/birth 
center, & more. Peaceful Beginnings, 515 
College Rd, Suite 4. 336-255-8311. www.
peaceful-beginnings.org

Essentials of Breastfeeding. 6 pm. Learn 
about positioning and latching your new-
born;  how to tell breastfeeding is going 
well; commom breastfeeding situations and 
more. Peaceful Beginnings, 515 College Rd, 
Suite 4. 336-255-8311. www.peaceful-
beginnings.org
 
Tuesday, March 23

Tai Chi: The 6 Healing Sounds. 6 pm. Li-
censed instructors Sandy Seeber and Alan 
Graham demonstrate how this Tai Chi prac-
tice benefits the lungs, kidneys, liver, heart, 
and spleen using gentle sounds that can be 
done sitting, standing, or lying down. Loca-
tion: BestHealth, Upper Level Hanes Mall 
in Winston-Salem. Call 336-716-2378 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm to register. 

HypnoBirthing Series begins. 6 pm. Learn 
techniques for safe and comfortable birthing 
through guided imagery, visualization, and 
special breathing. This is a 5-week series. 
Peaceful Beginnings, 515 College Rd, Suite 
4. 336-255-8311. www.peaceful-begin-
nings.org

Saturday, March 27

The Essential Three in Self-defense. 1:30 
pm. Join Coach Michael Joyce in this work-
shop as he discusses the core principle in 
self-defense, and learn two exercises that 
will enable you to better handle a violent 

encounter. Location: BestHealth, Upper 
Level Hanes Mall in Winston-Salem. Call 
336-716-2378 Mon-Sat 10am-6pm to reg-
ister. 

Inner & Outer Peace Through Meditation, 
a talk by William Smith, MS. 2 pm. FREE. 
In this fast-paced, stressful world we live in, 
is there a way we can decompress, regain 
our center and experience the peace we 
seek. To find relief from a shifting world, we 
need to learn how to access that personal 
haven within, where we will find calm, 
peace and bliss. William Smith, retired 
Army Lieutenant Colonel, children’s camp 
director and meditator for over thirty years 
will share with you an effective technique 
for attaining inner and outer peace. At Fam-
ily Yoga, 1616-E Battleground Ave., Greens-
boro. For information: 336-817-5567, 
http://sos.org/. Sponsored as a public ser-
vice by Science of Spirituality, a multi-faith, 
nonprofit, organization. 

Wednesday, March 31

Breastfeeding after the Essentials. 6 pm. 
learn about developmental milestones and 
breastfeeding; back to work issues, breast 
pumps; storing your breast milk and more. 
Peaceful Beginnings, 515 College Rd, Suite 
4. 336-255-8311. www.peaceful-begin-
nings.org 

Saturday, April 4

Piedmont Savants. 4-6 pm. Free Come 
enjoy and participate in a lively discussion 
about various Esoteric and Metaphysical/ 
Spiritual topics. Meets the first Sunday of 
the month. The Center, 108 B West Main 
Street, Danville, VA. Call 434-822-0007 or 
emailskkhecox@comcast.net for more in-
formation

Saturday, April 10

Natural Triad Health & Wellness Show. 9 
am-6 pm. Lots of exhibitors, talks by area 
health experts, door prizes, health screen-
ings and much more!  Admission is FREE.  
Greensboro Coliseum Special Events Cen-
ter.

Nurturing the Pregnant Couple, Birthing 
and Beyond. Also Sunday. 1-4:30 pm both 
days. An expectant couples workshop for 
the body, mind and spirit – This two day, 
seven-hour intensive workshop focuses on 
massage and yoga techniques to benefit the 
expectant mother, her partner and their 
baby. Enrollment Limited. $135 per couple, 
(Payment required to hold space), Includes 
notebook of information covered in work-
shop. Family Yoga, 1616-E Battleground 
Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.fami-
lyyoga.org.

• Very Low Moisture Cleaning Technology
   your carpets & upholstery are dry in 
   1 hour or less

• Bio-Based Natural 
  Cleaning Agents

• Mattress Cleaning 
   & Sanitizing

• Female Owned 
   & Family Operated

336.499.1974                FreshAirCarpetCare.com
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Drs. Robert W. Kulp & Sharon L. Reid
General Dentists

Lane and Associates, DDS. PA.

4303 Country Club Road Winston-Salem

336-760-8700    
www.kulpReid.com

Pampered, Personalized, Professional 
Dental Care

Off ering All Phases of Dentistry
Conscious Sedation

Mercury Safe

Biocompatibility Testing

Interest Free Financing Available

Complimentary New Patient Exam
(includes XRays, a $160 value)

Do you use a C-Pap? Ask us about alternative sleep apnea devices
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        ONGOING events

monday
Pilates. 9:30-10:30 am. Pilates is a method of physical and 
mental conditioning. This class stresses core muscle strength 
through a series of exercises performed on the floor to achieve a 
balanced body. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greens-
boro, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Vinyasa Flow Yoga. 9:30 -10:30 am.  Connect movement with 
breath in a class that will warm up the body, clear the mind, 
and soothe the soul. Some knowledge of basic yoga poses is 
helpful.  A great class to strengthen the core.  Also on Mondays, 
Yoga I from 1:00- 2:00 pm.  New to yoga?  Join this class and 
discover what has always been waiting for you:  a journey of 
mind/body connection that can set you on a path to wellness. 
*Free Yoga Monday! Buy a package of 3 classes for $30, and 
receive a 4th for FREE! The Dance Center of Greensboro, 2104 
Georgia St. Ste. 107, 271-8177, www.dancecentergso.com

Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15 pm. Also Wed. 11 am. Bring 
your baby with you to rgain your strength & energy after  
childbirth. Enjoy the community of other new moms while in 
a comfortable setting where you may feed or change your baby 
as needed. Designed for newborns to crawlers. Family Yoga, 
1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

Nia Technique. 4pm. Invigorating fusion fitness combining 
marital, dance and healing arts.  Learn to find joy in movement 
and promote self-healing with strength, mobility, flexibility, bal-
ance, and agility!  A rejuvenating work-out for mind, body, and 
spirit… honoring your Body’s Way! Each class has a new focus...
drop-ins always welcome!  $10.00/class with 8 week class 
card or $12.00 for drop-in. Dance Center of Greensboro, 2104 
Georgia Street, near Elm and Cornwallis, GSO.  www.nianow.
com for more class info.  Contact Denise Pastoor at dpastoor@
holisticmuse.com or 336-207-7959 with questions. 

Children’s Yoga. 4:30 – 5:30 pm. A fun-filled class with yoga, 
music and movement. Children ages four to seven are wel-
come. ** Children's yoga birthday parties available ** Family 
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.
familyyoga.org. 

Mixed Level Yoga. 4:30 – 5:30 pm. Also Wed. 6:30 pm, Fri. 
9:30 am and Sat 10:30 am. Work at your individual level as the 
teacher guides you through a Hatha flow practice. Prior yoga 
experience yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground 
Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org. 

Beginner Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. Also Sat. at 9 am. For those w/ some 
yoga experience & familiarity w/ poses. This class will improve 
your strength, flexibility & concentration. Appropriate for those 
who are re-entering their yoga practice. Family Yoga, 1616 E 
Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

Intermediate Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. (Also   Thurs. 9:30 am) Yoga 
at a level for those who are familiar with traditional asanas 
(poses). Increase your strength, flexibility & concentration in this 
class by experiencing fast pace flow, inversions & arm balances. 
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

Nia Classes at Greensboro Cultural Center. 9:30-10:30. Also 
Thursdays.  Nia is a unique blend of dance, martial arts and 
healing techniques. Focusing on pleasure and potential, the  
benefits of Nia include increases in cardiovascular health, flex-
ibility, emotional and spiritual well-being and creativity.  Class 
appropriate for a wide range of fitness levels. Come explore 
"the joy of movement". First class free. $10 drop-in, or 5 
classes for $40  Greensboro Cultural Center, 200 N. Davie St.,  
GSO.  Cynthia at wolfe.cm@gmail.com or 336-554-5156

The Kernersville Walking Club. 11 am-12 pm, Tuesdays & 
Thursdays Led by Dr. Darian Justin Smith, B.S., D.C. Open to 
ALL ages!  Wear walking shows & bring your water bottle… 
we will cover topics like healthy lifestyles & proper stretching 
in a friendly group setting.  Sorry, no pets allowed.  Meet us at 
Shelter #1 in Fourth of July Park to get started!  The Kernersville 
Walking club fosters a great social atmosphere for everyone 
from new moms with strollers to those seeking support with 
a new exercise regime.  Register with KPRD anytime before 
beginning the program!  996-3062 or visit www.toknc.com

Mixed Level Yoga.  11-12pm. A great class for all levels.  Begin 
your practice with centering your mind. Unwind as you are 
guided through traditional yoga poses stretching your muscles, 
lengthening your spine, and strengthening your core.  This class 
will focus on your alignment allowing for the many benefits of 
yoga. *2 for 1 Yoga Tuesdays! Bring a friend and each receive 
50% off our New Student Package:  3 classes for only $15! 
The Dance Center of Greensboro, 2104 Georgia St. Ste. 107, 
271-8177, www.dancecentergso.com

MS Support Group. 3rd Tues. of each month. 11:30 AM Do you 

tuesday

Belly Dancing. Two classes offered: 6:30-7:30pm and 
7:45-8:45pm. Taught by Kisaiya, who has been studying Belly 
Dance since 1990 and has taught all over North Carolina, South 
Carolina and Virginia. She has studied in North Carolina with 
Linda Bryant, Yasmine and Zarifa. She has attended seminars 
by Eva Cernik, Suhaila Salimpour, Morocco and Mahmoud 
Rehda. Kisaiya is a member of ACCMED (Association of Central 
Carolina Middle Eastern Dancers). She is an avid researcher 
of Turkish History and Culture. Her dance style is a fusion of 
cabaret and folkloric styles of belly dance. Cost: $10. For more 
information please contact The Center for Holistic Healing at 
336-841-4307 or visit www.center4holistichealing.com

Reiki I Class. Mondays Feb 1, 8, 15. 6:30-8:30pm. Join us for 
a life changing three week series!  Learn the Japanese touch 
and energy therapy technique, known as Reiki, for relaxation, 
health, and healing of the mind-body-spirit self. During this 
series, you will learn the history of Reiki, what Reiki is, how 
to apply Reiki for self-treatment and treatment of others (our 
animal friends too!), the philosophy of Reiki, and much more.  
There will be plenty of practice time in class and you will re-
ceive a personal manual for you to keep and a certificate upon 
completion of the class.  Christina Allen is a Certified Reiki 
Master-Teacher and will address your questions and guide each 
one in their practice of Reiki.  Cost: $100. For more informa-
tion please contact The Center for Holistic Healing 841-4307 
or visit our website www.chhtree.com

N.C. Reflexology Certification Course. 9 AM - 5 PM, March 
7th, 14th, 21st, 28th, & April 14th. This 5-Sunday class, given 
twice a year, offers the prestigious N. C. Reflexology Certifica-
tion taught by Annie Rawleigh to those who complete the 
various classes of history and theories, energy, anatomy, adver-
tising and marketing and advanced reflexology treatment 
techniques,  Call 336-855-7380 for September, 2010 class 
information.

sunday
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thursday

Prenatal, Mom & Baby and Mixed Level noted on Monday and 
Tuesday classes at Family Yoga.

Nia Technique. 11:30am. Invigorating fusion fitness combining 
marital, dance and healing arts.  Learn to find joy in movement 
and promote self-healing with strength, mobility, flexibility, bal-
ance, and agility!  A rejuvenating work-out for mind, body, and 
spirit… honoring your Body’s Way! Each class has a new focus...
drop-ins always welcome!  $10.00/class with 8 week class 
card or $12.00 for drop-in. Dance Center of Greensboro, 2104 
Georgia Street, near Elm and Cornwallis, GSO.  www.nianow.
com for more class info.  Contact Denise Pastoor at dpastoor@
holisticmuse.com or 336-207-7959 with questions. “

Guidepost Series. 12:00-1:00 on 2nd, 3rd, 4th Wednesday of 
each month. Whether you are attempting to recover from an 
injury or dealing with a long-standing health concern, these 
gentle movement and relaxation classes serve as a guide to help 
you reach your wellness goals. Held at Integrative Therapies, 7-E 
Oak Branch Drive, GSO. Please call to register (336) 294-0910. 
www.integrativetherapies.net.

Business Opportunity Meeting. 6-7 PM. Change your life physi-
cally and financially with an amazing discovery called Vemma. 
Supplement your income, or even replace your current job, 
working from home. No registration fees, no inventory to carry, 
free support and training. Sessions are limited to 4-5 people. 
Reserve your space at 336-454-6469 or email livebetter4life@
yahoo.com.

wednesday

Intermediate, Easy Does It and Prenatal noted on Monday and 
Tuesday’s classes at Family Yoga.

How Heart Healthy Are You? 10am--4pm. Call to receive a DPA 
screening, which provides information on arterial wall stiffness 
and determines the biological age of your arteries in less than 3 
minutes. The test is only $25 and is administered b a certified 
technician. A&S Natural Health, 1559 Hanes Mall Blvd (across 
from Car Max), W-S. 336-774-8600. Testing is also available at 
our GSO location (in Guilford Village off Guilford College Rd) 
by appointment. In GSO call 336-855-6500

Yoga Fundamentals. 6:30-7:45 pm. Yoga Fundamentals is 
a novice's introduction to yoga that runs over a 6-wk time 
frame. Learn basic yoga poses, proper breathing, transition 
& relaxation that will guide you into proper position & flow 
techniques. Reg. required. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground 
Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

want to make new friends who understand what it is like to live 
with MS? Join a self-help group and talk with other about how 
to live and cope with MS. Held at Calvary Christian Center, 811 
Jefferson Rd., GSO. Call  Jackline at 681-4025 for details.

Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15 pm. Also Thurs. 1 pm. A class de-
signed for those desiring to work at a slower pace. No prior 
yoga experience necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground 
Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

Kids Yoga: Ages 3-5. 3:15-3:45pm. Led by Certified Children's 
Yoga Instructor Kymber Owens at Triad Yoga Institute, Greens-
boro. Yoga is made fun for kids with art, music, stories and 
more. For more information, call 980-322-7205 or visit www.
triadyoga.com.

Chair Yoga. 4-5 PM. This is a Gentle Yoga class designed for 
those who have physical limitations. Using a chair for support, 
you will experience the many benefits of Yoga without the effort 
of getting up and down from the floor. Held in the RE/MAX con-
ference room on the 2nd level, 3150 N. Elm St. GSO. Contact 
Ann Hardee at 327-8440 or annhardee@remax.net.

Reiki 1 Certification Classes- March 9, 16, 25. Learn how to 
become a level 1 practitioner. After being attuned to this won-
derful healing energy you can then treat yourself, family, friends, 
and even your pets. After completion of these three classes you 
receive a level 1 certificate based on your knowledge of the 
history, chakra system and chi flow, proper techniques, and the 
benefits of Reiki. Learn how to keep yourself and loved ones 
healthy through the wonderful healing energy of Reiki. For more 
information contact Reiki master teacher, certified Reflexologist, 
and Herbalist Lori Alderman at 339-0656 or at slrefexology@
gmail.com.

Yoga For All. 5:30-6:30 pm. Also Thursdays. Taught by Catherine 
Greene at The Center for Holistic Healing. The practice of yoga 
benefits all people – regardless of age, size, or physical fitness.  
Come experience the benefits of yoga – not only for your body 
– but also for your mind, heart and soul.  For more information 
please contact The Center for Holistic Healing at 336-841-4307 
or visit www.center4holistichealing.com

Yoga for Health. 6-7:20 pm. Geared toward beginners, inter-
mediates, and those with health challenges. This gentle yoga 
class will improve flexibility and strength and help promote 
relaxation. ntegrative Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Dr., GSO. Call 
to register 336- 294-0910. www.integrativetherapies.net.

Prenatal Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. (Also Wed. 9:30 am & Thurs. 6 pm) 
Prepare your mind & body for the challenges of pregnancy & 
labor. This class is designed to build your strength & stamina, 
ease discomforts of pregnancy & teach you how to relax. Ex-
perience the fellowship & support of other pregnant women. 
No prior yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground 
Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

Qi Gong & Meditation. 6:15-7:15 pm. Yang style Qi Gong 
postures and guided meditation with various perspectives.  No 
experience needed - for all levels. Taught by Dale Stacy at 
Natural Touch School of Massage Therapy in Greensboro, 1A 
Wendy Ct.  3 hours CEU.  For class information visit www.
earthstarspiritualcenter.org.

Group Energy Healing Sessions. 7-8pm.  Subtle energy-healing 
transmissions for physical & emotional healing support by 
Lorenzo Cree and Judy Mitcham, RN, MSN. Location 2818 
Robin Hood Dr., GSO, NC.  $20 donation suggested.  Check 
www.lorenzocree.com/group.htm for schedule changes. 

Yoga for Men. 7:30-8:45 pm. On-going class held Tuesday 

evenings that focuses on the male anatomy and its requirements 
while bring yoga mind-body awareness to the participants. Ap-
prox. every 7 weeks an introduction to Yoga for Men is held on 
Thursday evenings to prepare those that have not taken yoga 
for the Tuesday class. See web site for more details on class 
structure and introductory class offering. Family Yoga, 1616 E 
Battleground Ave, GSO. 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Prenatal Yoga. 7-8:30pm. The practice of yoga helps prepare 
a woman for labor, birth and motherhood.  Yoga also provides 
relaxation and relief from the physical, mental and emotional 
challenges of being pregnant. Open to woman in the 2nd and 
3rd trimester. Doctor approval is required. Taught by Catherine 
Greene. For more information please contact The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com
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Mixed Level noted on Monday at Family Yoga.

Professional Women’s Network (PWN). 7:45 – 9:00 am. 
Meetings held at 3150 N. Elm St. (upstairs in the BBT/REMAX 
building). www.pwngreensboro.org Contact:  Ann Hardee  at 
336-327-8440 or annhardee@remax.net

Pilates. 12-1pm. Pilates teaches awareness of breath and align-
ment of the spine, and aims to strengthen the deep torso/core 
muscles.  Come join this lunchtime class for a powerful way to 
change your body. *New Student Package:  Buy a package of 3 
classes for $30, and receive a 4th for FREE! The Dance Center 
of Greensboro, 2104 Georgia St. Ste. 107, 271-8177, www.
dancecentergso.com

Kids Yoga: Ages 6-12. 4-4:45pm. Led by Certified Children's 
Yoga Instructor Kymber Owens at Triad Yoga Institute, Greens-
boro. Yoga is made fun for kids with art, music, stories and 
more. For more information, call 980-322-7205 or visit www.
triadyoga.com.

friday

100% GRASS-FED BEEF from our family farm, ready for your 
freezer. Our cattle do not receive grain, antibiotics, animal by-
products, or growth promotants. Visit us at www.DoubleRCat-
tleServices.com or call 919-949-8157.

COUPLES RETREATS. Romantic Vacation/Workshops:  Florida, 
Mexico. Create Magic in Your Relationship. Deepen Intimacy, 
Discover Tantra. Brochure. 1-877-282-4244  www.IntimacyRe-
treats.com

LOOKING FOR MOM ENTREPRENEURS. Home-based 
business opportunity with global health & wellness com-
pany. Earn $500 extra a month or replace career income. Call 
336-414-9401.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. If you could turn a $60 a month 
investment in your health into $300-500/WEEK income would 
you be interested in learning more? For a recorded Business 
Overview call 916.233.0630 Box number 271 then call Windell 
Dorman at 336-454-6469. Start earning now!

Classified

saturday

Back massage workshop for couples.  In this private, 3 hour 
workshop you will learn the basic concepts, anatomy, and mas-
sage strokes necessary to provide a good quality back massage. 
You will learn by watching and then performing the entire back 
massage sequence. Includes instruction booklet so you can 
practice at home. By appointment only - $120.00 per couple. 
Call Roy Alderman, LMBT #7515 at 336-339-5058.

Mindfulness Group therapy Sessions by Lorenzo Cree. 4-5 
pm. Guidance with simple mindfulness processes and a simple 
blending of EFT and EMDR techniques for dealing with  stress.  
Location 2818 Robin Hood Dr., Greensboro, NC.  $20 dona-
tion suggested.  Check www.lorenzocree.com/group.htm for 
schedule changes. 

Beginner and Mixed Level noted on Monday classes at Family 
Yoga.

Path to Wellness. 7:00-8:20 pm on 1st Thursday of each month. 
Learn about the mind/body connection and the various tools you 
can use to remove roadblocks and speed your way to health and 
wholeness. This free class is held at Integrative Therapies, 7-E 
Oak Branch Drive, GSO. Please call to register (336) 294-0910. 
www.integrativetherapies.net.

Nutritional Solutions: Shedding More Light on Your Path to 
Wellness. 7:00-8:00 pm on the third Thursday of every month. 
Learn about customizing your nutritional program to meet 
your unique needs. Information available on metabolic test-
ing, weight management and other wellness topics. This free 
class is held at Integrative Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Drive, 
GSO. Please call to register at 336-294-0910. www.integra-
tivetherapies.net

Yoga for Relaxation. 7-8:15 pm. Taught by Catherine Greene 
at The Center for Holistic Healing. Use the practice of yoga to 
become grounded in your body.  Enjoy physical movement, 
and experience learning relaxation.  The more you experi-
ence relaxation the easier it becomes to bring yourself out of 
a stressful situation. Contact The Center for Holistic Healing at 
336-841-4307 or visit www.center4holistichealing.com

2 Convenient Triad Locations:
1559 Hanes Mall Blvd.
Across from Car Max

Winston-Salem
Phone 774-8600

In Guilford Village Off
Guilford College Road

Greensboro
Phone 855-6500

Already a card 
member? 
Receive an 

additional 5% off 
with your current 

membership. 
Offer expires 2/28/09

$5OFF
Present This Ad and SAVE!

Any Purchase of $25
or More!*

*You must present this coupon at time of purchase to receive $5.00 
discount. Limit 1 coupon per  household. Offer expires 3/31/10
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ADVERTISERdirectory Piedmont Integrative Medicine, PA

Alexander T. Augoustides, MD FAAFP ABHM

“FATIGUE & FIBROMYALGIA”
Fibromyalgia is a common condition characterized by fatigue and widespread pain in joints, muscles, tendons, 

and other soft tissues. An Integrative Holistic Medical approach is a cornerstone when moving 

to a point of wellness in patients with fatigue or fi bromyalgia. 

Alexander T. Augoustides, MD will spend an exciting hour teaching you how to 

take care of yourself and address the areas of Sleep Disturbance, Pain and Fatigue,

 which are the symptomatic hallmarks of Fibromyalgia and occur commonly in patients we see with Fatigue.

Thursday, March 25, 2010 at 6:30pm
  Forsyth Technical Community College                                                                                                             

Bob Green Hall Auditorium Room 139                                                                                                                                                     
2100 Silas Creek Parkway,  Winston Salem, NC 27103

ALLERGIES – INHALANTS & FOOD (Thursday April 29th)

THYROID AND ADRENAL ISSUES (Thursday May 27th)

336-760-0240
1411 Plaza West Road, Suite B, Winston Salem, NC 27103

The 2010 Integrative Holistic Medical Seminar Series will be given 
@ 6.30pm on the last Thursday evening of each month.

Admission is FREE and the public is welcome.                                              
Bring yourself and a friend!
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Health & Wellness Show 2010Health & Wellness Show 2010

             

Some booths still available:   www.NaturalTriad.com or call us at 336-369-4170

Meet the Triad’s
BEST 

Integrative 
Practitioners!

Sponsors:

                                                        Featured Speakers: 

10:00 AM      Steve Willen, DC - Are Your Hormones Making You Fat?
11:00 AM      Jillian Sarno Teta -An Introduction to Naturopathic Medicine
12:00 PM      Kathi Kemper, MD - Mental Health, Naturally
  1:00 PM      Martine Busch, M.A. -Therapeutic Touch & Guided Imagery
  2:00 PM      Elizabeth Vaughan, MD - How to Be a Year Younger in 365 Days
  3:00 PM      Jade Teta, ND, CSCS - The New ME (Metabolic Effect) Diet
  4.00 PM      Lewis Stocks, MD, Ph.D. - TBA

April 10, 2010
9 AM - 6 PM

Greensboro Coliseum 
Special Events Center

FREE ADMISSION!

FREE
Health Screenings

LOTS
of Door Prizes!

PRODUCTS
to try & buy!

Meet Your 
Favorite

FOX8 Personalities!


